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REPORT TO COUNCIL 
 
DATE: August 15, 2022                  REPORT: DEV 22-069 
 
FROM: Deepa Chandran, Planner               FILE: 6480-20 
 
SUBJECT: First and Second Readings of Bylaw 1935, the Updated Town of 

Smithers Official Community Plan (OCP) 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. THAT Council Council give First Readings to Bylaw No. 1935 – Town of 
Smithers Official Community Plan; 

2. THAT Council Council give Second Readings to Bylaw No. 1935 – Town of 
Smithers Official Community Plan; 

3. AND THAT Bylaw 1935 proceed to Public Hearing on September 7th, 2022. 

BACKGROUND: 

At its Strategic Plan Retreat held in March 2019, the Town of Smithers Council identified 
updating the Official Community Plan (OCP) and Zoning Bylaw as a strategic priority 
item for 2019-2022. Subsequently, Council directed staff to initiate an OCP-Zoning 
Bylaw update, with an anticipated project completion deadline in 2022. At the January 
19th, 2021, Committee of the Whole (CoW) meeting, staff presented an overview of the 
review project, the proposed focus areas, and resource considerations, and invited 
Council’s feedback. In April 2021, based on 6-point criteria, staff reviewed and 
evaluated the project proposals received from consultants/planning firms in response to 
the Request for Proposals (RFP) issued for the project. At its April 27th, 2021, Regular 
Meeting, Council awarded the project contract to McElhanney based in Campbell River, 
BC, in the amount of $230,388.00 (excluding GST). 

a. The OCP Review Process:  

An OCP sets a community’s shared vision for its future. The OCP Bylaw Review project 
presented the opportunity to reposition the community in context of the changed 
development scenario at various levels, including finding effective ways to tackle climate 
change and the challenges it presents. Recognizing the functional linkages between the 
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OCP and Zoning bylaws, the OCP Review was done in conjunction with the Zoning 
Bylaw Review, jointly branded as ‘Smithers 2040 Your Voice Your Future’.  

The OCP Review process involved reassessing the opportunities and challenges, 
identifying a shared vision for future and guiding principles, and setting the ‘right’ 
policies, which collectively, will assist the community and decision makers in achieving 
its aspired future vision. It included numerous opportunities for providing community 
input and participation. An inclusive, comprehensive, and community-driven of 
engagement approach provided the foundation for the joint OCP-Zoning Bylaw Review 
project, as summarized below: 
 

• Council Meetings: 

• June 9th, 2021 Special Open Meeting to initiate the project; 

• July 27th, 2021 Regular Meeting, to establish the 7-member OCP Advisory 
Committee (which included a Wit’suwit’en elder and a representative from 
the Witset First Nation); 

• October 12th, 2021; Regular Meeting, to present and obtain feedback on the 
baseline report and community engagement plan; 

• December 15th, 2021, Special Open Meeting, to present and obtain feedback 
on the initial policy directions identified through stage 1 and 2 engagement; 

• February 9th, 2022, Committee of the Whole (CoW) Meeting, to present and 
obtain feedback on the engagement summary, draft vision, and guiding 
principles; 

• March 16th, 2022, Committee of the Whole (CoW) Meeting, to present and 
obtain feedback on how the community wellbeing framework and the process 
of reconciliation will be integrated into the overall development framework of 
Smithers; 

• July 13th, 2022, Committee of the Whole (CoW) Meeting, to present the first 
draft of the updated OCP and Zoning bylaw documents; and 

• July 28th, 2022, Committee of the Whole (CoW) Meeting, to obtain Council’s 
detailed feedback on the updated OCP and Zoning documents; 

• OCP Advisory Committee Meetings: 

• August 18th, 2021, to introduce the project and set the committee’s terms; 

• October 6th, 2021, to present and obtain feedback on the baseline report and 
community engagement plan; 

• February 2nd, 2022, to present and obtain feedback on the stage 1 and 2 
engagement summary, draft OCP vision and guiding principles; and 

• June 8th, 2022, to present and obtain feedback on the revised OCP vision, 
guiding principles, and draft #1 OCP 
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• Community engagement events/activities: 

• June 2021, initial notification to stakeholders; 

• October 2021, notification #2 to stakeholders; 

• October 2021, Community flyer on the review project and engagement 
opportunities was sent to over 2400 households; 

• Community survey #1, October/November 2021; 

• Interactive Webmap #1, October/November 2021; 

• Teachers’ Toolkit, October/November 2021; 

• Bannock baking sessions by Sandra Martin Harris, in November 2021, to 
invite Indigenous Peoples’ participation in the review process; 

• Community Walks, November 25 and 27, 2021; 

• Downtown Dialogue - Online presentation by Michael von Haussen, 
November 23, 2021; 

• October 2021, notification #2 to stakeholders; 

• Community survey #2, March/April 2022; 

• Interactive Webmap #2, March/April 2022; 

• 2 Community Workshop sessions, March 30th, 2022; 

• 2 Open House sessions, June 9th, 2022; and 

• Opportunity to share comments via smithers2040@smithers.ca throughout 
the course of the review project 

• Referral agencies comments received from: 

• The Regional District of Bulkley Nechako (RDBN); 

• Agricultural Land Commission (ALC); and 

• Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) 

The draft OCP document presented here (see Attachment 1) for first and second 
readings has integrated feedback received from the community, Council, the referral 
agencies, and via the legal review process. Once adopted, the bylaw will replace the 
current OCP Bylaw No. 1614, adopted in April 2010.  

b. Stakeholder Consultation during the OCP Review process:   

Under Section 475 of the Local Government Act, a municipality is required to consult 
with persons, organizations, and authorities it considers will be affected during the 
development of an OCP. This consultation must be in addition to the Public Hearing, 
which is required prior to the adoption of the OCP document. Staff, after consulting with 
Council, prepared the stakeholders’ list for the OCP Review project in June 2021; the 
stakeholders’ list was a living document, as it was refreshed at every stage with 
additional organizations expressing interest to get involved in the review process. Staff 

mailto:smithers2040@smithers.ca
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sent notification letters to all stakeholders at three different points in the project, inviting 
their feedback on the process, vision, and policies. Staff also scheduled a separate 
meeting with the RDBN staff to obtain detailed feedback on the themes/issues where 
the Town and the regional district have shared interests. 

DISCUSSION:  

Section 471 of the Local Government Act (LGA) establishes the purposes of an OCP 
while section 472 provides local governments with the authority to adopt OCPs, by 
bylaw (see Attachment 2). Drafted based on the community-wellbeing framework, 
provided below are the key highlights of the updated OCP document: 

a) Increased emphasis on land use and infrastructure efficiency (e.g., supporting 
additional density in residential and commercial areas); 

b) New steps to support/respond to housing-related issues (e.g., eliminating 
barriers to the creation of carriage houses and secondary suites etc); 

c) Emphasis on social equity, diversity, and inclusion (Including adding a new 
chapter on Indigenous Peoples, taking a major step in the reconciliation process) 

d) Increased emphasis on environmental sustainability and protection measures, 
(e.g., added a new Environmental Development Permit category regulation; 
policies to support environmental protection) 

e) Emphasis on local food production (e.g., relaxing restrictions on greenhouse 
developments) 

f) Integration of Asset management objectives into the development framework 
(e.g., integrated asset management objectives into the OCP policies pertaining 
to infrastructure and utilities) 

g) Less prescriptive Form and Character Development Permitting Process 
(eliminated the Form and Character Guide prepared in 1997; the less prescriptive 
approach will encourage innovative design solutions without eroding the 
community’s character as a mountain town) 

h) Increased emphasis on collaboration/partnership with RDBN and the 
Wit’suwit’en Peoples (e.g., new policies to strengthen the Town’s existing and 
build new relationships with the Indigenous Peoples in the region) 

i) Clear direction for potential boundary extension (identifies areas for potential 
future extensions, and lists various considerations for guiding the decision 
making process pertaining to boundary extension-related matters) 

j) Supports local economic development (e.g., encouraging efficient use of the 
downtown lands; supporting housing creation, which will help local businesses 
by retain/attract qualified workforce). 

As stipulated in section 472 of the Local Government Act, the updated OCP 
document has been included as “Schedule A” to bylaw 1935. The legal review -- 
conducted by Bill Buholzer from Young Anderson -- confirmed that the draft OCP 
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document presented here meets all the legislated requirements established by s.473 
of the Local Government Act (LGA) (see Attachment 2). 

NEXT STEPS: 

Following the 1st and 2nd readings of the subject bylaw, staff will schedule a Public 
Hearing for the September 7th, 2022, to be organized as a Special Open meeting of the 
Council. In accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act, the Town’s 
Public Notice Bylaw and Development Procedures Bylaw, the public hearing 
advertisements will be published on the Town’s Official Website and the Town’s official 
Facebook Page. In addition, the advertisement will also be published in two editions of 
the Interior News, although it is not a legislative requirement after the recent adoption 
of the Town of Smithers Public Notice Bylaw.  

At the September 7th meeting, Council may decide to proceed with the Third Reading 
of the bylaw, if satisfied that no further content modification is needed based on the 
public hearing comments, Council discussion, or other reasons. Completing the Third 
Reading on September 7th will enable staff to present the bylaw to Council for its 
adoption at the September 27th Regular Meeting, repealing the current OCP Bylaw 
1614. 

Attachments:  

1. Draft Bylaw No. 1935 – Town of Smithers Official Community Plan  

2. Local Government Act Sections 471-475 

 

Respectfully submitted by:            

  
Deepa Chandran 
Planner 
 
 
Reviewed by: Submission approved: 

  
Mark Allen Dianna Plouffe 
Director of Development Services                Chief Administrative Officer 
                                                                                                      
 
n:\6400-6999 planning and development\6480 community planning - official community plan\6480-20 - ocp, by date\2021\2021-01 ocp & 
zoning review\meetings\aug 23rd 2022 rm\dev 22-069 updated ocp-zoning bylaw.docx 

 
 



 

BYLAW NO. 1935 

TOWN OF SMITHERS OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW NO. 1935 
 

 
WHEREAS Section 471 of the Local Government Act provides that an official 
community plan is a statement of objectives and policies to guide decisions on 
planning and land use management, within the area covered by the plan, respecting 
the purposes of local government;  

AND WHEREAS under Section 472 of the Local Government Act, a local 
government may adopt an official community plan; 

NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Smithers, in open meeting 
assembled, hereby enacts as follows: 

1 CITATION: 

1.1 This bylaw may be cited as “Bylaw No. 1935 – Town of Smithers Official 
Community Plan Bylaw No 1935, 2022” and takes effect as of the date of 
adoption. 

1.2 The Official Community Plan attached hereto as Schedule "A" inclusive and 
made a part of this Bylaw is hereby designated as the Official Community 
Plan for the Town of Smithers. 

2 ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISION: 

2.1     If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase in this bylaw is for any 
reason held to be invalid by a decision of any Court of competent jurisdiction, 
the decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portion of the bylaw. 

3 REPEAL: 

3.1 Bylaw No. 1614, cited as "Town of Smithers Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 
1614, 2010" and all amendments are repealed. 
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READ A FIRST TIME THIS                    DAY OF                            2022. 

READ A SECOND TIME THIS                    DAY OF                            2022. 

PUBLIC HEARING HELD THIS                    DAY OF                            2022. 

READ A THIRD TIME THIS                    DAY OF                            2022. 

ADOPTED THIS                    DAY OF                            2022. 

 

The Corporate Seal of the Town of Smithers 
was hereto affixed in the presence of:  

_______________________________         ___________________________ 
Gladys Atrill Dianna Plouffe 
Mayor Chief Administrative Officer 
 
 
CERTIFIED A TRUE AND CORRECT 
COPY of “Bylaw No. 1935 – Town of 
Smithers Official Community Plan Bylaw 
No. 1935”. 

_______________________________ 
David Schroeter 
Corporate Officer 
 
 

Attached: SCHEDULE “A” 
 
 
DC 
 
 
 
n:\6400-6999 planning and development\6480 community planning - official community plan\6480-20 - ocp, by date\2021\2021-01 ocp & zoning 
review\meetings\aug 23rd 2022 rm\ocp bylaw\bl 1935 town of smithers ocp.docx 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The Town of Smithers Official Community Plan (OCP) is the principal planning document that 

provides guidance on future growth and development in Smithers and acts as the long-term 

community vision, providing goals and policies that are used to guide Council’s decision 

related to growth and development in Smithers. The OCP also provides direction on how land 

is used and developed, including how buildings will look, and outlines social, environment and 

economic policies that are important to the community. The creation of this plan has been a 

collaborative effort with the OCP Advisory Committee, the community of Smithers, Town of 

Smithers Staff and Council, and the consulting firms McElhanney Ltd and Plan 54. This OCP 

has four main parts: 

Part I: The Foundation This section provides the community context, shared history and 

shared future with Indigenous Peoples, as well as community vision and guiding principles. 

Part II: Community Objectives and Policies This section provides objectives and policies for 

ten main policy areas: climate change and the environment, growth management and land 

use;  housing; economic, industrial, and commercial development; heritage, arts and culture 

(culture and inclusion); parks, open space and recreation; food security; transportation and 

mobility; community services and facilities, and infrastructure and utilities. 

Part III: Implementation and Governance This section provides strategies for the 

implementation of the OCP, including updated Development Permit Areas (DPAs) for areas of the 

community that require special consideration when development is proposed, including DPAs 

for Form and Character, the Environment and Hazardous conditions. This section also 

establishes other tools such as Development Approval Information and Temporary Use 

Permits. Key planning strategies and plans needed to support the vision of the community are 

also identified. 

Part IV: Maps and Schedules This section includes maps and schedules that support the 

policies in the plan. These include a context map, land use, parks, open space and trails, 

servicing and infrastructure, roads and mobility, environmental and form and character DPAs 

and schedules to assist in the administration of the DPAs. 
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1.2. What is an OCP? 

An OCP establishes the long-term community vision, goals and policies used to guide 

decisions on how land is used and developed. The OCP is a community document that 

requires the input from the community members when it is time to renew the plan, giving the 

opportunity to share opinions on how land is used and developed, and to identify the social, 

environmental and economic priorities for the future.  

 

An OCP has several key functions:  

 

• It guides how land is regulated and sets out guidelines for where uses can occur to 
help reduce conflict.  

 

• It provides development guidelines to help the Town guide new development and 
growth and ensures that development contributes to the attractiveness of the Town. 

 

• It provides a policy framework for housing, climate change, heritage, arts and 
culture and parks. 

 
As a visionary document, it is important to note that the OCP is meant to provide high-level 

policy direction for how the Town should evolve and does not commit or authorize the Town to 

proceed with any project specified in the plan. Achieving the policies of the plan will be 

determined by future decisions of Council regarding priorities, funding, and implementation. 

 

While specific aspects of the plan may be amended from time to time, amendments to the 

OCP should be viewed as an exception rather than a regular occurrence. Over time, the OCP 

will eventually become outdated as Town priorities and needs change, and as such, the OCP 

should be comprehensively renewed on a regular basis ideally five to six years after it is 

adopted. 
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1.3. How has the Plan been Updated? 

The 2022 OCP is an update to the previous OCP which was  approved in 2010. Many of the 

statements have their foundations in earlier versions, while others have been added or 

reworded to respond to changing circumstances and emerging issues. In addition to an 

analysis of existing policies, community input was a central focus of the update process and 

included the following: 

OCP Advisory Committee: The role of the OCP Advisory Committee was to 

represent the community’s interests in creating and guiding the OCP goals, policies 

and implementation strategies that are socially, economically, and environmentally 

desirable. The Committee developed recommendations, in collaboration with the 

Project Consultant (McElhanney) and Town staff that was used as a starting point 

to facilitate broad public participation in the process. The Advisory Committee was 

made up of seven members.  

Community Surveys: Two community surveys were completed. Community 

Survey #1 reviewed the existing vision and reaffirm community values, future 

growth, and development aspirations. Community Survey #2 helped gauge whether 

the draft vision and policy direction was meeting the desires of the community. The 

surveys were delivered online and in hard copies and over 550 individuals 

responded to the surveys. A survey method was also used with a closed audience 

to review draft OCP objectives and was completed by the OCP Advisory 

Committee, Town Staff, and Town Council.  

Community Conversations: Multiple community conversations were arranged 

with the Advisory Committee taking a lead in “hosting” meetings with community 

groups who were engaged to discuss key issues. The groups received a brief 

opening context presentation followed by discussion, and a facilitated meeting on 

key issues, values, and visioning for the future of the community. Indigenous 

community conversations were hosted by Sandra Martin Harris, with the engagement 

team in an online meeting over bannock baking. 

Downtown Dialogue and Community Walks: A public presentation from urban 

designer and planner, Michael von Hausen, was delivered online on November 23, 

2021. The discussion was on the importance of downtowns and how to measure 

the health of downtown Smithers, culminating in two Community Walks.
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Teacher’s Toolkit: School aged children and youth participated in an exercise that 

included surveys to help provide a vision for the future of Smithers. There were 117 

responses and additional drawings submitted from schools in the community. 

Interactive Map: Online interactive mapping was available with McElhanney’s 

Vertisee, a web-based platform which integrates Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) with maps and the ability to add comments. There were 1000 comments 

received online from participants over two mapping sessions. 

Workshop: Two workshops were held to discuss the vision, guiding principles and 

policy. This allowed residents to discuss the key issues and opportunities and 

identify gaps in the proposal. 40 people attended these in-person sessions. 

Open House: Two open house sessions were held to present the first draft of the 

updated OCP document, to the pubic and stakeholders. This event was an 

opportunity to discuss the proposed changes – most importantly the ‘big moves’ – 

and gather community feedback on these themes. 25 people participated in these 

sessions.  
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1.4. What are the Rules and Guidelines for the Plan? 

The OCP is intended to be a usable and accessible document. This means that the community 

must easily understand the Plan and while being an efficient and robust document for Council 

and Staff. An effective OCP balancing both usability and accessibility has the following 

characteristics: 

• Reflects the ideas and input of residents, Indigenous partners, stakeholders, 
professionals, and staff who participated in the preparation of the Plan. 

• Integrates land use, the economy, the environment, transportation, community facilities 
and services, and creates a broad strategy to direct growth and development. 

• Organizes a response to global, regional, and local challenges of sustainability             
such as climate change and ecosystem health, social development, and changing 
economic patterns. 

• Provides a clear guide and direction to decision-making but does not preclude 
amendments to the plan based on changing circumstances. 

 

The Local Government Act governs the process whereby a community can prepare and 

adopt an Official Community Plan (OCP). According to the Local Government Act, an OCP 

must contain policy statements and map designations for the following: 

 

• The approximate location, amount, type and density of residential development 

required to meet anticipated housing needs over a period of at least five years; 

• The approximate location, amount and type of present and proposed commercial, 

industrial, institutional, agricultural, recreational and public utility land uses; 

• The approximate location and area of sand and gravel deposits that are suitable for 

future sand and gravel extraction; 

• Restrictions on the use of land that is subject to hazardous conditions or that is 

environmentally sensitive to development;
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• The approximate location and phasing of any major road, sewer or water system; 

• The approximate location and type of present and proposed public facilities, 

including schools, parks, waste treatment and disposal sites; 

• Housing policies of the local government respecting affordable housing, rental 

housing and special needs housing; and 

• Targets for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the area covered by the 

plan, and the policies and actions of the local government proposed with respect to 

achieving those targets. 

 

An OCP may contain policy statements for the following: 

• Policies relating to social needs, social well-being and social development; 

• Policies respecting the maintenance and enhancement of farming on land in a farming 

area or in an area designated for agricultural use in the OCP; 

• Policies relating to the preservation, protection, restoration and enhancement of the 

natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity; and, in cases where a 

matter is not within the jurisdiction of the local government, the plan may only state the 

broad objectives unless the Minister has required or authorized the local government to 

state a specific policy. 

 

1.0 Introduction 
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2.0 Community Context 

The community context provides an information baseline of demographic, socio-economic, 

and housing data for the Town of Smithers. This informed the OCP process by including 

historical context and important background information for the public engagement process 

and in the development of OCP policies. The community context has been compiled using 

Statistics Canada Census data, data available from previous Censuses, and BC Stats.  

2.1. Demographic Profile 

2.1.1 POPULATION 

Population estimates for Smithers, the Regional District of Bulkley Nechako (RDBN), and 

British Columbia are provided in Table 1 with the percent change between 2016 and 2021. 

While BC has been growing at a moderate rate, the RDBN and Smithers’ permanent 

population has been slightly decreasing. Historical population between 1996 and 2021 is 

provided in Figure 1. 

Table 1: Historical Population – 2016, 2021 

Location 2016 2021 % change 

Smithers 5,401 5,378 -0.4% 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 37,896 37,737 -0.4% 

British Columbia 4,648,055 5,000,876 7.6% 

Source: Statistics Canada, Census Data 2016-2021 

.Figure 1: Smithers’ Historical Population 1996-2021 

 
             Source: Statistics Canada, Census Data 1996-2021.
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2.1.2 AGE CHARACTERISTICS 

The average age of communities across Canada and BC is increasing; Smithers is no 

exception. According to Statistics Canada Census data, the median age of Smithers residents 

has increased from 39.2 in 2016 to 39.6 in 2021 (Table 2). Approximately 16% of the 

population of Smithers is over the age of 65 and 25% are under the age of 20. The largest 

proportions of residents are between 20-44 years at 33% (Figure 2). This age distribution is 

similar when compared to the RDBN and BC which all have an even distribution of residents 

between age groups.  

 
Table 2: Median Age - 2016, 2021 

Location 2016 2021 

Smithers 39.2 39.6 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 41.1 42.0 

British Columbia 43.0 42.8 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 

Figure 2: Percent Population by Age Group - 2021 

   

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2021
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2.2. Household Characteristics 

Household characteristic data contains information about residents living within dwellings and 

includes number of people and household incomes. Households refer to a person or group of 

persons who occupy the same dwelling and do not have a usual place of residence elsewhere. 

 

2.2.1 AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD SIZE  

Average household sizes (persons per household) have been decreasing over the decades 

across North America. This trend is typical for aging populations that contain households 

without children or spouses. Smithers household size has been averaging just above two 

persons over the past ten years, and as of the 2021 Census, is 2.3 persons per household 

(Table 3). This is similar to the RDBN and BC which are both 2.4 respectively.  

 
Table 3: Average Number of Persons per Household – 2016, 2021 

Location 2016 2021 

Smithers 2.3 2.3 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 2.5 2.4 

British Columbia 2.4 2.4 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016, 2021. 

 

2.2.2 HOUSEHOLDS BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE 

Further details on household size are provided by the Census regarding the number of 

households relative to the number of persons living within. Within Smithers, the number of one 

(1) person households increased from 765 in 2016 to 780 in 2021, as with the number of two 

(2) person households (Table 4). In comparison, there was similar change in RDBN’s 

household sizes between the 2016 and 2021 Censuses (Table 5).   
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Table 4: Smithers Total Households by Household Size – 2016, 2021 

Household size 
Smither
s 
2016 

% of 
househol
ds 

Smither
s 
2021 

% of 
househol
ds 

1 person 765 33% 780 34% 

2 persons 755 33% 770 33% 

3 persons 320 14% 310 14% 

4 persons 285 13% 285 12% 

5 or more persons 165 7% 160 7% 

Total private 
households 

2290 100% 2310 100% 

Total number of persons  5290 n/a 5260 n/a 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016-2021. 

 

Table 5: RDBN Total Households by Household Size – 2016, 2021 

Household size 
RDBN 
2016 

% of 
households 

RDBN 
2021 

% of 
househol
ds 

1 person 3915 26% 4315 28% 

2 persons 5830 39% 5825 36% 

3 persons 2015 13% 2070 14% 

4 persons 1865 12% 1790 12% 

5 or more persons 1475 10% 1400 10% 

Total private 
households 

15100 100% 15400 100% 

Total number of persons  37445 n/a 37300 n/a 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016, 2021. 
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2.2.3 AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

Household income includes salaries, wages, retirement income, and government transfers       

of all persons residing within a household. In 2016, average household income in Smithers 

after-tax is $64,839 (Table 6). For context, the RDBN has an average household income       

(after tax) of $65,922.   

Table 6: Average Household Income (after tax), 2016 

Location 2016 

Smithers $64,839 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako $65,922 

British Columbia $61,280 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 

 

2.2.4 ETHNIC ORIGIN   

'Ethnic origin' refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of the person's ancestors. An ancestor is 

usually more distant than a grandparent. For additional information on the collection and 

dissemination of ethnic origin data, refer to the Ethnic Origin Reference Guide, Census of 

Population, 2016. 

Table 7: Ethnic Origins 

Ethnic Origin Counts 

North American Aboriginal origins 2180 

European origins 4300 

Latin; Central and South American origins 55 

African origins 100 

Asian origins 325 

Oceania origins 60 

TOTAL 
(Ethnic origin for the population in private households - 25% sample 
data) 

*5290 

*This is a total population estimate. The sum of the ethnic groups in this table is greater than the total population                    
estimate because a person may report more than one ethnic origin in the cens

https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/ref/guides/008/98-500-x2016008-eng.cfm
https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/ref/guides/008/98-500-x2016008-eng.cfm
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2.3. Housing Profile 

2.3.1 DWELLINGS 

The Census defines “dwellings” as meeting conditions for year-round occupancy. There are 

three major dwelling groups: 1. occupied dwellings which are occupied by usual (year-round) 

residents, 2. dwellings occupied by temporary residents, and 3. unoccupied dwellings.   

 

2.3.1.1 Dwellings and Dwelling Occupancy 

Total dwellings and occupied dwelling data for Smithers for the 2001-2016 Censuses are 

identified in Table 8. Occupancy rates for dwellings is derived between total dwellings and 

occupied dwellings. While the total number of dwellings has remained relatively constant, 

occupied dwellings have increased along with occupancy rates. Smithers 2011 and 2016 

occupancy rates are compared to RDBN and the province in Figure 3. Smithers and the 

RDBN’s occupancy rates are 100% for both areas.  

Table 8: Smithers Dwellings and Full-time Occupancy Rates, 2001-2016 

Location 2001 2006 2011 2016 

Total Dwellings 2195 2172 2195 2295 

Total Occupied Dwellings 2095 2080 2190 2295 

Full-time Occupancy Rate 95% 95% 99% 100% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2011-2016. 

Figure 3: Percent Dwelling Full-time Occupancy - 2011, 2016 

 
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2011-2016
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2.3.1.2 Housing Types 

The majority (64%) of Smithers dwellings are single-detached dwellings. Note, data between 

the 2011 and 2016 Censuses varies slightly for dwelling types. This is most likely the result of 

the same structures being reported differently in the two Census periods.  

Table 9: Smithers Occupied Dwellings by Structural Type - 2011, 2016 

Structural (Dwelling) type  2011 % 2016 % 

Single-detached house 1410 64% 1520 52% 

Apartment in a building that has five or more storeys 0 0% 0 0% 

Apartment in a building that has fewer than five storeys 345 16% 390 13% 

Row house 115 5% 90 3% 

Semi-detached house 100 4% 120 4% 

Apartment or flat in a duplex 35 2% 30 1% 

Other single-attached house 20 1% 655 23% 

Movable Dwelling  165 8% 120 4% 

Total 2190 100% 2925 100% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 20112016. 

  2.3.1.3 Age of Housing Stock  

As of 2016, the majority (37%) of Smithers housing was built prior to 1981. In comparison, 

42% of the RDBN’s housing stock was also built prior to 1981. 

Table 10: Period of Construction - Percent (%) of Housing Stock, 2016 

Time Period Smithers RDBN 

1960 or before 18% 10% 

1961-1980 37% 42% 

1981-1990 17% 18% 

1991-2000 16% 19% 

2001-2005 3% 4% 

2006-2010 5% 4% 

2011-2016 4% 3% 

Total 100% 100% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 
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2.3.1.4 Housing Value 

Housing value refers to the amount an owner expects if the asset is sold and includes land 

and all structures located on it for single-detached dwellings. For multiple dwellings within a 

structure (i.e., apartments, row house), it includes only the individual dwelling. Average values 

for dwellings are provided in Table 11. Also noted in the table, is the average value of 

dwellings from the 2006 Census.  

Table 11: Housing Value – Average Value of Dwellings -  2006, 2016 

 Smithers 2006 Smithers 2016 RDBN 2016 

Average Value of Dwellings $165,489 $284,454  $258,767 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2006-2016. 

2.3.2 HOUSING TENURE  

Tenure refers to whether persons living within the dwelling own or rent it. In Smithers, 69% of 

dwellings are owner occupied. This is similar to the RDBN which is 76% of occupied dwellings 

(Table 12). 

Table 12: Housing Tenure, 2016 

Location 
% Owner 
occupied 

% renter 
occupied 

% band 
housing 

Smithers 69% 31% 0% 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 76% 21% 3% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 

High ownership rates are also an indicator of housing affordability. Another housing indicator 

available from the Census is “housing suitability.” In Smithers, 98% of housing is considered 

suitable for persons occupying the housing, meaning the dwelling has enough bedrooms for 

the size and composition of the household.  

 

2.3.2.1 Household Maintainers 

Household maintainers refers to the primary person, whether they are residing in the 

household, who pays the rent, mortgage, taxes, and utilities. In Smithers, the majority (19%) of 

household maintainers are between the ages of 35-44 (Table 13).
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Table 13: Total Households by Age of Primary Household Maintainer, 2016 

Age Group  Smithers % RDBN % 

15 to 24 years 125 5% 555 4% 

25 to 34 years 345 15% 1975 13% 

35 to 44 years 430 19% 2360 16% 

45 to 54 years 420 18% 3150 21% 

55 to 64 years 410 18% 3490 23% 

65 to 74 years 330 14% 2250 15% 

75 to 84 years 160 7% 1010 7% 

85 years and over 85 4% 310 2% 

Total 2305 100% 15100 100% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 

 

2.3.3 HOUSING NEEDS 

Housing needs come in a variety of different forms.  Due to increasing housing costs across 

BC and the Town of Smithers, housing affordability and homelessness has become an 

increasing concern.  

2.3.3.1 Homelessness 

Homelessness is defined as the situation of an individual or family who does not have a 

permanent address or residence.  Homelessness is an increasing concern across the 

Province of BC and the Town of Smithers. At the time of the 2021 Provincial Homelessness 

Count there were 33 individuals in the Town of Smithers who were identified as being without a 

place to live. 

2.3.3.2 Core Housing Needs 

A household is defined as being in core housing need if they are unable to find housing in their 
community that is suitable in size and in good repair without spending 30% or more of their 
income on their housing costs. As per the Town of Smithers Housing Needs Report 2020 there 
were 255 households in 2016 that were in core housing needs.
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               Figure 4: Households in Core Housing Need 

 
     Source:  Housing Needs Report 2020 Town of Smithers  

 

2.3.3.3 Extreme Housing Needs 

Extreme Housing Needs is defined as households that are spending 50% or more of their 

income on their housing costs, or that are precariously housed and in extreme housing need. 

These households are at increased risk of eviction with a change in their income or an 

increase in their rent having the potential to push them deeper into poverty and homelessness. 

As per the Town of Smithers Housing Needs Report 2020 there were 90 households in    

extreme housing need. 

 
            Figure 5: Households in Extreme Housing Need 

 
  Source:  Housing Needs Report 2020 Town of Smithers
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2.4. Labour Force and Employment 

2.4.1 EMPLOYMENT RATES 

Labour force employment rates include all persons aged 15 and over who are participating in 

the labour force. In Smithers, there were 2965 residents participating in the labour force, 91% 

of which were employed (Table 14).  

Of those that were employed, 45% worked full-time and 55% worked part year and/or part-

time. The overall participation rate (relative to full-time residents) for Smithers is 68.7%. In 

comparison, RDBN’s participation rate is 66.9% and the provincial participation rate is 64%. 

Participation rates are affected by a number of factors, including population age (retired vs. 

non-retired residents) and employment demand.    

Historic participation rates are provided in Table 15 for Smithers and BC. The participation rate 

is greater in Smithers than BC for 2001, 2006 and 2016. 

 
Table 14: Labour Force Employment Rates, 2016 

 Smither
s 

RDBN BC 

Employed 91% 88% 93% 

Unemployed 9% 12% 7% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016. 

Table 15: Smithers Labour Force Participation Rates, 2001, 2006, 2016 

 2001 2006 2016 

Smithers 74.7% 71.2% 68.7% 

BC 65.2% 65.6% 64% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2001-2016. 

2.4.2 LABOUR FORCE BY INDUSTRY 

Retail trade (14%) is the largest classification of workers in Smithers (Table 16) followed 

closely by Accommodation and food services (12%) and Health care and social assistance 

(10%).   

Historic labour force population data is provided in Table 16. In 2001, agriculture and other 

resource-based industries was the largest labour force class (33%) followed by other services 

(20%). 
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Table 16: Labour Force Population by Industry – Smithers and RDBN, 2016 

Industry  Smithers % RDBN % 

Agriculture; forestry; fishing and hunting 120 4% 2910 15% 

Mining; quarrying; and oil and gas extraction 135 5% 725 4% 

Utilities 10 0% 70 0% 

Construction 185 6% 1400 7% 

Manufacturing 145 5% 2435 12% 

Wholesale trade 115 4% 400 2% 

Retail trade 400 14% 2005 10% 

Transportation and warehousing 205 7% 1085 5% 

Information and cultural industries 20 1% 115 1% 

Finance and insurance 45 2% 295 1% 

Rel estate and rental leasing 35 1% 155 1% 

Professional; scientific and technical services 210 7% 815 4% 

Management of companies and enterprises 0 0% 10 0% 

Administrative and support; waste management and 
remediation services 65 2% 460 2% 

Educational services 195 7% 1565 8% 

Health care and social assistance 305 10% 1865 9% 

Arts; entertainment and recreation 55 2% 230 1% 

Accommodation and food services 360 12% 1170 6% 

Other services (except public administration) 100 3% 810 4% 

Public administration 220 8% 1270 6% 

Total 2925 100% 19790 100% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2016.
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Table 17: Smithers’ Labour Force Population by Industry, 2001, 2006, 2016 

Industry  
20
01 

% 
20
06 

% 
201
6 

% 

Agriculture and other resource-based 
industries 

220 7% 315 11% 255 9% 

Manufacturing and construction industries 395 13% 290 11% 330 
11
% 

Wholesale and retail trade 460 15% 385 14% 720 
25
% 

Finance and real estate 140 5% 145 5% 80 3% 

Health and education 550 18% 515 19% 500 
17
% 

Business services 525 18% 470 17% 940 
32
% 

Other services 685 23% 625 23% 100 3% 

Total 2975 
100
% 

2745 100% 2925 
100
% 

Source:  Statistics Canada, Census 2001, 2006, 2016. 

 

Note: Due to different categorization between the 2001, 2006, and 2016 census’ some data had to be aggregated 

into similar categories.  For example, construction and manufacturing were combined into one category 

‘manufacturing and construction industries 
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3.0 Indigenous Peoples: Shared History – Shared 

Future 

3.1. Introduction 

Since time immemorial, the area in which Smithers is located has been inhabited by the 

Witsuwit’en people. According to “The Ways of our Ancestors” by M. Morin, the name 

Witsuwit’en is believed to mean “the people of the lower drainage” and the name of the valley 

in which Smithers is located is D’ze L Kant, which means “foot of the mountain”.  

Smithers is in the Cas Yikh territory, Grizzly Bear house of the Witsuwit’en. The Witsuwit’en 

Nation consists of 13 houses within five (5) clans, encompassing a total of approximately  

22,000 km2 of land in northwest BC. The Office of the Wet’suwet’en is the central office of the 

Witsuwit’en Nation and is governed by the Hereditary Chiefs residing throughout the traditional 

territories. There are six Witsuwit’en reserve 

communities throughout the traditional 

territories who come to Smithers for 

services, the closet being Witset First Nation 

(30 km from Smithers). Decisions within 

these reserve lands are made by an elected 

band chief and councils.  

Smithers today is also home to a diversity of 

Indigenous residents from the Witsuwit’en 

Nation, Gitxsan Nation, Lake Babine Nation, 

amongst many others. 
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There are many books, resources, and local organizations available to learn about Witsuwit’en 

history and culture available at the Smithers Public Library. Some of these are: 

• Shared Histories: Witsuwit’en – Settler Relationships in Smithers, BC 1913-1973,          

by Tyler McCreary (2018) 

• Eagle Down is Our Law: The Witsuwit’en Land Claims, by Antonia Curtze Mills (1994) 

• Niwhts’ide’ni Hibi’it’en: The Ways of our Ancestors: Witsuwit’en History and Culture             

Throughout the Millennia by Melanie H Morin (2016) 

• Local Organizations, such as the Dze L K’ant Friendship Centre 

• Office of the Wet’suwet’en and the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society  

 

The book “Shared Histories” by Tyler McCreary was a collaboration between the Town and the 

Witsuwit’en. This book provides an important account of the Witsuwit’en reality during the 

arrival of settlers to Smithers in the early 1900s and subsequent development of Smithers 

townsite, including how difficult and strained relations were between Witsuwit’en, settlers, and 

municipal, provincial, and federal government systems.  

Acknowledging and understanding this shared history of Smithers, associated colonial       

systems and impacts on Witsuwit’en residents helps to set important context to the 2022 OCP, 

both in process and policy development. The 2022 OCP process sought for more inclusive 

engagement of Indigenous community members and organizations to help shape the 

development of OCP policies that are more equitable, inclusive, and respectful of the 

Witsuwit’en and Indigenous residents.  
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Source: The Office of the Wet’suwet’en, 2016 
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3.2. Respect and Recognition 

Objectives:  

• To recognize and respect the traditional, ancestral territory of the Witsuwit’en Nation. 

• To understand and respect the rich history, culture and diversity of Indigenous Peoples           

living in and around Smithers. 

• To create more respectful and equitable Town facilities and functions.   

 
Policies:  

1. The Town recognizes and acknowledges that the Town of Smithers is located in the 

unceded, ancestral territories of the Witsuwit’en Nation, outlined on the Witsuwit’en 

Territory Map page 25. 

2. Ensure that municipal facilities and functions are open, inclusive, and welcoming to 

Indigenous residents by adopting Indigenous-focused anti-racism policies and Town 

staff training on culturally safe approaches to service provision. 

3. Review all Town services to Indigenous children to ensure access is equitable and 

without discrimination. Where possible, support local healthcare, social and education 

professionals to address systemic and institutional practices so that Indigenous youth 

can access services and supports they need, when they need them. 

4. Support ongoing Town Staff and Council participation in Witsuwit’en culture and history 

learning opportunities, including Anuc Niwh I’ten (Wet’suwet’en law).  

5. Update Town training programs to educate Staff and Council about the history of 

Indigenous Peoples, including the residential school system, and how that impacts 

relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people today. This training may 

include focus on intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and        

anti-racism. 
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3.3. Working Together 

Objectives: 

• To work in cooperation with Indigenous leaders and organizations on items of mutual 

interest and community wellbeing for all. 

• To build relationships with the Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Indigenous community 

members, surrounding First Nation communities and Indigenous organizations. 

Policies: 

1. Honor the Protocol Agreement between the Town of Smithers and the Wet’suwet’en 

Hereditary Chiefs, as represented by the Office of the Wet’suwet’en, as the basis for 

respectful dialogue and to open space for conversations of mutual interest. Include 

Smithers growth and development in these discussions, as required.  

2. Seek to understand Indigenous perspectives when making growth and development 

decisions impacting Indigenous residents through meaningful engagement with the 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Dze L K’ant Friendship Centre, and Indigenous residents.  

3. Provide opportunities to speak and contribute regarding growth and development 

activities, in a way determined by the Office of the Wet’suwet’en and Indigenous 

organizations.  

4. Consider opportunities to partner and collaborate on initiatives that acknowledge and 

celebrate the traditional territory and cultural values of the Witsuwit’en. 

5. Identify opportunities for groups and organizations to work together to move Truth and 

Reconciliation forward. This includes partnering with local Indigenous organizations to 

raise awareness and encourage conversations with youth about reconciliation.
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3.4. Ongoing Commitment 

Objectives: 

• To commit to local actions that advance Truth and Reconciliation. 

• To address social inequities experienced by Indigenous residents who live in or access 

services in Smithers. 

Policies: 

 
1. Adopt and implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (UNDRIP) as a framework for ongoing truth and reconciliation.  

2. Continue to support the TRC’s calls to action in the capacity of a municipal 

government. Support the creation of a 5-year plan to identify the Town’s commitment to 

implement the calls to action.  

3. Celebrate National Day of Truth and Reconciliation and National Indigenous Peoples 

Day.  

4. Support organizations that work to gather, preserve, and provide access to archival 

records that reflect experiences and legacy of Indian Residential Schools, and day 

schools. 
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4.0 Community Vision and Guiding Principles 

The OCP Vision and guiding principles are based on community well-being framework 

(sustainability) shown in the Venn diagram below. Community wellbeing is a framework that 

allows the Town to address the pillars of sustainable development while expanding the pillars 

to include key community values that are directly related to the residents of a community. 

Using community well-being as the foundation for the OCP provides a holistic approach to 

planning and policy development. Elements of community well-being include:   

 
Environmental Sustainability: the responsibility to conserve and regenerate natural 
resources and protect ecosystems to support health and wellbeing, now and in the future. 
 
Social Equity: the impartiality, health, fairness, and justice for all people in the community.  
 
Economic Prosperity: a community’s economic growth, security, resiliency, and 
competitiveness. It also includes balancing the interests of today’s society against those of 
tomorrows.   
 
Cultural Vitality: the creation, validation, and support of arts and culture as a dimension of 
everyday life in the community. 
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4.1. Vision 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Together our community is diverse; made up of the Witsuwit’en who have always lived here 

and other Indigenous and non-Indigenous residents that call Smithers home. Smithers is a 

thriving community that cherishes access to the natural environment and healthy living. The 

Town will continue to act as a commercial and service hub for the surrounding region and 

strive to enhance quality of life for all residents by providing diverse housing options, business 

opportunities, community facilities, arts and culture, recreation, and public spaces that support 

community well-being.  

The Community will continue to embrace its small-town character, compact layout, and 

walkability. Downtown is the vibrant heart of the community. New residential development will 

provide a diversity of housing that fosters affordable options for all ages, maximize civic 

infrastructure investment and minimize impacts on the climate and natural environment. 

Overall, the community will foster an environment that relies on community dialogue, 

collaboration, innovation, and partnerships in continuing to build a stronger, more resilient 

community.  
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4.2. Official Community Plan Guiding Principles 

4.2.1 SOCIAL EQUITY 
 

1) Ensure Housing Needs are met with a Diversity of Housing Types. 

Smithers strives to provide a mix of housing options, ensuring that people of all ages, abilities, 

and incomes have an opportunity for housing that is well built, safe, and located in livable 

neighbourhoods. We encourage the efficient use of land to limit sprawl, create compact 

neighbourhoods, and use environmentally sound building approaches. 

 

2) Honour Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. 

Hear and support all of Smithers’ diverse voices and commit to being an inclusive place for the 

diverse community to thrive. Smithers is a place for everyone to engage in the community 

equally to produce social enrichment. 

 

3) Foster a Safe and Healthy Community. 

Smithers is committed to creating a community that is accessible to all. The Town will work to 

provide opportunity for active lifestyle through access to parks, recreational facilities, and the 

natural environment. 

 

4) Create an Accessible Smithers. 

As a town for all seasons, Smithers considers and plans to maximize accessibility for people of 

all ages and abilities throughout the seasons. The Town works to effectively address the 

impacts of weather and encourages development, health, and transportation systems that are 

safe and accessible.  

 

5) Connect and Collaborate with the Witsuwit’en Nation and Indigenous Peoples. 

The Town will continue to foster relationships and partnerships with the Witsuwit’en Nation on 

a path towards reconciliation with all Indigenous Peoples who call Smithers home. 
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4.2.2 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY 
 

1) Support Economic Diversity for a Prosperous Local Economy. 

Smithers provides a diversity of living and working choices, supported by a resilient, diversified 

economy. Commercial growth downtown is encouraged to ensure ease of access for our 

citizens and to support the vitality and vibrancy of our downtown core. 

 

2) Connect and Collaborate with Neighbouring Communities. 

Smithers acts collaboratively on building a sustainable region and community, which includes 

working closely with our neighbouring communities on matters of shared interest including 

housing, climate change, and recreation.  

 

3) Demonstrate Efficiency and Effectiveness in Infrastructure Investment and                 

Asset Management.  

Smithers infrastructure system is designed to meet the existing and future needs of the 

community. The Town provides high quality, dependable and cost-effective management of 

this system. Smithers is committed to avoiding, minimizing, and recycling waste as well as 

encouraging the use of clean and efficient proven technologies and services. 

 

4) Strengthen the Commercial Hub for the Region. 

Smithers provides key regional health, commercial and recreational services for the Bulkley 

Valley and northwestern British Columbia. The Town will work to provide accessible and 

diverse economic opportunities for both residents and regional residents.  
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4.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
 

1) Practice Openness to Transitions and Innovation in Energy, Technology, and         

Industry in a way that Protects and Enhances the Environment.  

Smithers has a deep appreciation for the natural environment that sustains and defines the 

community, and desires to protect it through progressive actions. 

 

2) Foster Sustainable Agriculture and Increased Food Security. 

Smithers values its local agricultural lands and rural setting and will protect it. To achieve 

greater local self-sufficiency and access to healthy food, Smithers supports and encourages 

efforts that increase the amount of food grown, processed and consumed locally. 

 

3) Develop in a Holistic and Integrated Manner. 

Amenities and services are in compact, complete, and connected neighbourhoods. With 

support for amenities near one another, alternatives to driving are more attractive and viable 

and improving road safety for all. 

 

4) Demonstrate Commitment to Sustainable Recreation Culture. 

The Town of Smithers has an active, outdoor-loving culture that cherishes the natural 

environment, scenic beauty, and well-connected trails and recreation opportunities. The 

residents are committed to living, working, and playing in a manner that does not compromise 

the health of our environment.  

 

5) Climate Mitigation and Adaptation.  

The Town recognizes the climate crisis and will work to reduce the community’s impact on the 

climate through strategic actions identified in the Community Energy and Emissions Plan 

(CEEP) and begin to plan for greater resiliency to climate emergencies.  
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4.2.4 CULTURAL VITALITY 
 

1) Foster Community Arts, Culture, and Heritage. 

Smithers recognizes the importance of a strong arts presence in nurturing a creative and 

culturally diverse community. Smithers embraces its diverse heritage and recognizes the 

culture of place that all residents have formed with the land and the heritage value associated 

with various cultural and geographical elements.  

 

2) Enhance the Character and Charm of the Unique Identity of Smithers.  

Smithers embraces ways to connect with Smithers and territory’s wider history, Indigenous 

culture, and broader community context.
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5.0 Climate and the Environment 

 
View from the Riverside Campground; Photo Credit: Douglas Paul Fine Art, 2022 
 
Smithers’ natural environment is rich in ecosystem features such as the mountain valley, 

rivers, and lakes. These natural features have shaped the community’s heritage and identity 

as well as the basis for many local economic activities.  

Environmentally sensitive areas are associated with the areas encompassing the natural 

drainage watercourses including Chicken Creek, Kathlyn Creek, Dahlie Creek, Bigelow Creek 

and Seymour Creek, all of which eventually feed into the Bulkley River. 

The Climate Crisis is one of the most important and challenging issues that our society 

currently faces. Nations around the world have declared a climate crisis with the increase in 

extreme weather events globally, nationally and locally. Local climate impacts can include 

flooding, forest fires, and extreme weather events that strain our resources within our 

community and region. Green House Gas (GHGs) reduction targets are a requirement of the 

LGA (Local Government Act) section 473, however, the Town is looking beyond what is 

required by providing leadership to both adapt to the changing climate and to reduce the 

community's climate impact. 
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Key strategies to reduce GHG emissions include: 

• Set a strong community vision and goals that embody principles of climate change 

mitigation and adaptation; 

• Develop OCP land-use policy and urban form that supports walkable, compact, 

communities; 

• Adopt policies to mitigate and adapt to climate change such as limiting deforestation for 

development and carbon sequestration programs; 

• Focus infrastructure and green building plans on GHG emission reductions and   

energy efficiency; 

• Adopt a corporate strategy to reduce GHG emissions, such as retrofitting existing 

municipal facilities and fleets; 

• Develop green purchasing and anti-idling policies/ bylaws; 

• Implement innovative technologies and strategies such as district energy systems and 

carbon offset programs; 

• Promoting efficient waste management and diversion; and 

• Promoting Local food production. 

 
The potential for natural hazards within the Town boundaries include:  

Floodplain areas adjacent to the Bulkley River. As the Province has not delineated floodplain 
limits for side streams and tributaries of the Bulkley River; there may be additional lands prone 
to flooding and erosion adjacent to local watercourses. 
 
Steep slopes exceeding 20% are generally limited to two broad areas within the Town 
boundaries, which include the mountain slopes that form the western edge of the municipality 
and a bench that runs along a portion of the eastern boundary of the Town, immediately west 
of the Bulkley River floodplain. 
 
Interface wildfires are a concern to the community in areas of proximity to forested areas. 
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5.1. Climate Leadership Vision                                                           

and Green House Gas Reduction Targets 

The Town has committed to addressing greenhouse gas reduction and climate change by 

setting goals and identifying “Big Moves” under the Towns CEEP.  These big moves fall under 

transportation, building, and waste.  

 

 

 Smithers CEEP 2021 climate vision is: 

“In 2040, emissions in the Town of Smithers will be reduced by at least 70%. The water 

and the air we breathe will be cleaner and natural systems will be thriving. In 2040, you will 

walk out the front door into a liveable community where construction with wood is common 

and natural spaces are abundant. A variety of new mobility services are available to support 

the needs of all residents and visitors. You can also choose to travel by e-bike, scooter or 

zero-emission public transit. The air in Town of Smithers is cleaner because there are far 

fewer cars on the street and most are electric. There is less noise and much more space for 

parks and pedestrian-only streets as active and alternative transportation has been 

prioritized. People are trying out new types of living arrangements with more shared functions 

and spaces. Houses are continued to be built with wood, which makes them more comfortable 

to live in and much better for the climate.” 

Source: CEEP, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following policies aim to meet the requirements of the Local Government Act and 

objectives of the 2021 CEEP. 
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Objective: 

• The Town will reduce our greenhouse gas emissions by 40% below the 2007 levels by 

2030, and net-zero by 2050.  

Policies: 

1. Reduce GHG emission through a focus on land use patterns and energy efficient 

transportation options. 

2. Reduce GHG emissions through innovative and progressive solid waste management 

including a circular economy approach. 

3. Reduce GHG emissions by adopting step code and encouraging energy efficiency in 

existing housing.  

4. Seek out available funding to finance the development of strategies that continue to 

identify and work towards achieving greenhouse gas reduction targets. 

 

5.2. Land Use 

Objective:  

• To reduce GHG emissions through compact growth and walkable neighbourhoods. 

Policies: 

1. The Town will identify and prioritize key infill and multi-dwelling uses within walking 

distance of key amenities such as grocery stores, Main Street, and along key active 

transportation corridors. 

2. The Town will encourage developments that encourage walking and biking, and 

support reduce reliance of fossil fueled modes of transportation.  

5.3. Transportation 

Objective:  

• To promote low or zero emission modes of transportation. 

Policies: 

1. Develop Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stall requirement for key categories of 
commercial and multi-unit development. 

2. Develop bike parking and storage requirements for new multi-dwelling development.  
This could be considered in lieu of required vehicle parking.  
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3. Continue to invest in safe and accessible active transportation infrastructure on key 
community routes.  

4. Work with the Reginal District of Bulkley-Nechako to explore increased Transit services 
and schedules. 

5. Encourage installation of EV stations through the establishment of a stall               
creation fund. 
 

5.4. Town Operations and Solid Waste 

 Objectives:  

• To identify opportunities for increasing tree cover and protect wetlands (carbon sinks) 

to support greenhouse gas reduction targets. 

• To reduce GHGs from Town and community operations. 

Policies: 

1. Actively plant trees on Town-owned properties to act as carbon sinks.  

2. Amend the Town’s subdivision standards to require the planting of trees as part of new 

subdivisions and developments. 

3. Work with the Regional District to reduce GHG emissions from solid waste operations. 

This will include consideration of organic waste collection and composition to remove it 

from the waste stream. 

4. Review the opportunities for a circular economy as part of waste stream diversion. 

5. Measure and monitor energy use of all Town facilities and develop strategies to 

increase the energy efficiency of all Town facilities and building 

6. Transition all fleet vehicles to low emissions and EVs during fleet replacement or new 

purchases. 

5.5. Energy Efficient Buildings  

Objective:  

• To promote increased building energy efficiency. 

Policies: 

1. Support programs for existing buildings retrofits for energy savings. 
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2. Amend development permit and zoning bylaws to remove barriers to achieve step code 

by allowing energy saving technology such as windmills, solar panels and heat pumps. 

3. Explore opportunities and incentive programs to promote the early step code adoption 

to illustrate climate leadership. 

4. Explore setting minimum step code requirements as eligibility criteria for applications to 

the Town’s revitalization tax exemptions programs. 

5. Work with the province to educate developers on step code and address 

implementation barriers. 

 

5.6.  Protect the Environment 

Objectives:  

• To identify, protect, and where possible, enhance ecologically significant areas for the 

long-term benefit and enjoyment of residents and visitors to Smithers. 

• To minimize the negative impacts on the environment. 

• To support development that avoids unnecessary impacts to the environment. 

• To promote human well-being through the health and care for the environment.  

Policies: 

1. Protect and conserve sensitive terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems identified in the 

Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory. These areas should be 

identified at time of new development through Development Approval Information. 

Protection may take the form of regulation, parks acquisition, or conservation 

covenants. 

2. Protect important terrestrial habitats through the application of a Development Permit 

Area over sensitive terrestrial ecosystems located within the Town’s boundaries as per 

Map 6. 

3. Protect fish and aquatic habitats through the application of a Development Permit Area 

over wetlands, watercourses, and riparian areas as per Map 6. 

4. Encourage the stewardship of ecologically significant areas on private lands by 

supporting the application of conservation covenants on private lands. Where a 

landowner registers a conservation covenant on their lands the Town may consider 

residential density clustering on the remaining lands.  

5. Support the use of modern pollution control technology and implementation of 

additional emission reduction and management strategies to improve local air quality. 
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6. Ensure lighting supports a safe and secure environment and minimizes impacts on 

adjacent properties and the night sky. The Town will encourage the use of dark sky-

compliant lighting in all new developments  

7. Integrate more native, drought tolerant plant materials into Town landscaping. 

8. Continue to support the woodstove exchange program.  

 

5.7. Protect the Public from Natural Hazards 

Objective:  

• To reduce the risk of harm to public health and property by restricting development in 

areas prone to floods, wildfire, and erosion. 

Policies: 

1. Adopt development permit guidelines to reduce the impacts of natural hazards on 

properties within the community. 

2. Consider the development of a Floodplain Management Bylaw. 

3. Protect against the loss of life and minimize property damage associated with flood 

events by encouraging flood-susceptible lands to be used for agricultural, park, open-

space and recreation as the threat to life and property is lower with these uses than 

with residential, commercial, and industrial land uses. 

4. Implement site management and/or building design approaches that minimize the risk 

of wildfires in high-risk areas. The implementation of these approaches within 

Development Permit Areas is subject to Town review and approval, particularly within 

Development Permit Areas established to protect and maintain important, sensitive, or 

rare ecosystems. 

 

5.8. Emergency Planning 

Objectives: 

• To ensure the community is prepared and able to respond, recover from, and be aware 

of the effects of a major disaster or emergency. 

• To prepare the Town to address climate related emergencies. 
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Policies: 

1. Work with the Regional District and the Provincial Emergency Program to identify and 

coordinate available and needed resources and to continue refining and exercising the 

emergency plan in accordance with the Emergency Program Act and the Local 

Government Act. 

2. Encourage public preparedness for disasters through public awareness and education, 

including encouraging residents to be personally prepared in the event of a major 

disaster. 

3. Support local neighbourhood efforts to establish Neighbourhood Emergency 

Preparedness Programs and to become self-reliant following a disaster or emergency. 

4. Require developers to comply with the provisions included for Development Permit 

Areas, specifically for hazard lands and the storage and transport of hazardous 

materials. 

5. The Town will identify key public facilities that can be used as cooling centres to deal 

with extreme warm weather events. 

6. The Town will develop interface fire hazard Development Permit guidelines for new 

development 

7. The Town will integrate mass forest fire, heat wave and flooding training and review 

into Emergency Operations Centre planning and procedures. 

8. The Town will develop a flood plain bylaw that addresses extreme rainfall and ice 

damming events.
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6.0 Growth Management and Land Use 

 

The Town’s physical boundaries of the Bulkley River, Hudson Bay Mountain, and railway have 

naturally shaped land use patterns and growth in the Town of Smithers. With a land area of 

15.69km2 (1,569 ha) or 3,877 acres, a street grid pattern, established in 1913, is still evident 

today. Commercial development is oriented along Main Street and Highway 16 with residential 

development radiating outwards. Industrial areas are concentrated along Tatlow Road, Victoria 

Drive and Nineteenth Avenue with parks, open spaces, and trails connected and integrated 

throughout, and beyond, the Town boundaries. All serviced residential neighbourhoods are 

within 1,200 meters of Main Street and Highway 16 and are within walking distance to its 

downtown core, civic and recreational facilities. 

Accommodating growth within the existing town boundary helps to maintain the compact 

character and identifiable downtown core. This approach to growth management focuses on 

encouraging land use patterns that use land, infrastructure, and resources efficiently. 

The existing land supply has the capacity to accommodate residential growth for a range of 

housing types and tenures over the lifespan of this OCP (5-10 years). This can be achieved 

through the development of the Ambleside neighbourhood, infill in existing neighbourhoods 

(such as the crown owned Willowvale lands) and by mixed-use developments in the 

Downtown area. There is also capacity within the Town boundary to accommodate growth in 

commercial and industrial sectors. 

The Town’s ability to realize land use and growth priorities is intrinsically related to how lands 

outside of the Town boundaries are managed. As a regional centre, Smithers serves a large 

out-of- town population who come to shop, work and recreate, although do not directly pay for 

these services. Funding is collected and dispersed by the Regional District with tax rates less 

than those properties within the Town proper. As such, decisions regarding land use and 
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growth management within the Regional District have a significant impact on growth 

management strategies within Smithers related specifically to housing supply, demand and 

uptake. Therefore, it is important that growth management decisions are coordinated to ensure 

they address objectives of each of these two entities. 

Boundary expansion may be needed in the future as the economy of Smithers continues to 

diversify. In the past, the area between Lake Kathlyn and the Town was the subject of a 

municipal boundary extension study, which concluded that utility-servicing constraints did not 

support extension into this area at that time. It was also recognized that rural residents live 

there as a lifestyle choice and may not wish to become incorporated into municipal 

boundaries. The Tatlow Road area may be suitable for industrial use in the future. 

 

6.1 Land Use and Infrastructure 

Objective:  

• To encourage compact settlement patterns that: 

▪ Ensure efficient use of the land base to preserve natural open space areas and 

conserve natural resources. 

▪ Ensure the efficient, cost effective and contiguous provision of municipal 

infrastructure, public facilities, and transportation systems. 

▪ Ensure the development of complete neighbourhoods that encourage active 

transportation options and reduce reliance on fossil fuel powered vehicles. 

Policies: 

1. New medium to high density growth and development will be accommodated through 

sensitive infill and intensification (redevelopment) of existing built and serviced areas. 

These forms of development will be given priority over development proposals on 

previously undeveloped (greenfield) sites within the Town boundaries. 

2. The majority of new medium to high density residential growth should occur within the 

medium and high-density infill areas as shown on Map 1: Land Use. Growth outside of 

these areas should be near active transportation routes, trails and pathways. 

3. Commercial, mixed-use, and multi-unit development proposals shall demonstrate how 

they meet the Development Permit Area design guidelines.  

 

6.2 Land Use Plan and Designations  

The following land use designations are intended to guide future development in Smithers.     

The areas to which these designations apply are shown on Map 1: Land Use. 
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Objective:  

• To ensure an adequate supply of suitable land to accommodate population growth in a 

managed, thoughtful, and sustainable manner. 

Policies: 

1. An assessment of land use capacity and projected growth will be conducted every 

five years to ensure there is adequate supply of land to accommodate the 

anticipated commercial, industrial, and housing, service, and employment needs of 

the community. The results of this assessment will inform boundary extension 

considerations. 

6.2.1 RESIDENTIAL  

Objectives:  

• To encourage complete neighbourhoods, compact settlement patterns and mixed land 

uses that support active transportation. 

• To provide a diverse range of rental and market housing to improve housing 

affordability and increase housing options. 

• Support home-based businesses in all residential dwellings. 

• To identify the availability of suitable land for 5 years of residential development. 

 

6.2.1.1  Low Density Residential Development 

The intent of the low-density residential designation is to encourage single-detached housing 

development at a range of densities up to 25 units per hectare, to encourage invisible density 

through the creation of secondary suites and carriage houses, and to add to the community’s 

stock of rental housing. The massing of buildings is envisioned to be one to two storeys in 

height. Supported uses and housing types include:  

 

• Standard single-detached homes; 

• Small lot (intensive), single detached homes; 

• Secondary suites and carriage houses; and 

• Home based businesses. 
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6.2.1.2 Medium Density Residential Development 

The intent of the medium density residential designation is to encourage a compact mix of 

housing types and tenures with densities of up to 75 dwellings units per hectare. that are along 

key active transportation corridors or within walking distance of key amenities. Supported uses 

and housing types include: 

 

• Duplexes; 

• Street fronting townhouses; and 

• Low-rise apartments.  

• The massing of buildings is envisioned to be one to three storeys in height. 

 

6.2.1.3 High Density Residential Development /Downtown Commercial 

The intent of the High-density Residential /Downtown Commercial designation is to encourage 

a greater intensity and mix of uses (commercial and residential) with accessible pedestrian-

oriented streets to provide adaptability and flexibility in use over time. Service based 

businesses, such as retail, restaurants, cafés, as well as professional services, civic facilities, 

parks, public gathering spaces, appropriate light manufacturing, and a variety of residential 

uses are supported.  

A compact mix of housing types and tenures with densities of up to 125 dwelling units per 

hectare in key areas within walking distance of downtown or key amenities are envisioned. 

Where the residential uses are located on Main Street or within the downtown area, mixed-use 

buildings with ground floor commercial uses is envisioned. Supported uses and housing types 

include street fronting town home and apartments. The massing of buildings is envisioned to 

be one to three storeys in height. Four to five storeys may be considered by Council where 

view planes and solar access is shown to not cause a significant impact to the Town and 

surrounding residents. 

 
The intent of the High-density Residential /Downtown Commercial designation is to: 

 

• Reinforce Main Street as the downtown core by supporting commercial as the principal 

use permitted on the ground floor with commercial or residential uses encouraged on 

upper floors. 

• Support the downtown avenues between King and Queen Street to include a mix of 

commercial and/or higher density residential uses. 
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6.2.2   COMMERCIAL 

Objectives:  

• To concentrate new high density residential, commercial, and community uses within                 

the downtown area to: 

▪ Reinforce downtown Smithers as the heart of the community. 

▪ Create well defined, pedestrian-oriented streets. 

▪ Support continued downtown revitalization. 

▪ Provide a balance of jobs, amenities and housing for all stages of life. 

▪ Create a compact, complete, and walkable downtown.  

 

• Encourage high quality development and redevelopment opportunities along the                 

Highway 16 corridor. 

 
Policies: 

1. Downtown and High-Density Residential designation is the preferred location for multi-

unit residential buildings, mixed-use commercial and residential buildings, office buildings, 

institutional buildings, arts and cultural facilities, and retail.  

2. Mixed use development, specifically residential uses located above commercial uses, is 

strongly encouraged. 

3. Encourage the concentration of retail activity on ground floor with office and residential 

use above Main Street. 

4. Encourage development proposals for higher density residential uses, such as 

apartments and townhouses. 

 

6.2.2.1  Highway 16 Commercial 

The intent of the Highway 16 Commercial designation is to provide a mix of highway oriented 

commercial uses such as automotive sales and services, lumber supply, and home 

improvement. It is also intended to provide services to tourists and the traveling public. 

Supported uses include tourist accommodation, restaurants, and service stations. This area is 

not intended for general retail sales, including the sale of general household goods, clothing or 

groceries that are considered more appropriate in the downtown area. 

6.2.3  PARKS, OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS 

The intent of the Parks, Open Space and Trails designation is to provide a network of 

accessible active park space, natural open space and trails for users of all ages and abilities.  
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6.2.4  INSTITUTIONAL 

The intent of the Institutional designation is to provide civic and community recreational 

opportunities for residents and visitors. Examples of supported uses include, but are not 

limited to curling rinks, arenas, pools, fair grounds, and golf courses. The Institutional 

designation also supports a broad range of public and institutional facilities, which serve the 

educational, health and safety, and cultural needs of the community. Supported uses include, 

but are not limited to schools, churches, hospital, and police stations, as well as land required 

to service municipal infrastructure (i.e., sewage treatment facilities and water reservoirs). Civic 

uses, such as the library, Museum and Town Hall are also included as Institutional Uses. 

 

6.2.5  AGRICULTURAL 

The intent of the Agricultural designation is to preserve land in the Agricultural Land Reserve 

for agriculture. Only agricultural activities are supported in the area designated Agricultural 

with the exception of the airport and civic uses. 

 

6.2.6  RURAL 

The intent of the Rural designation is to maintain the rural character in Smithers and maintain 

agricultural uses where the lands fall within the ALR by limiting development and infrastructure 

investments on rural lands. The development of land designated Rural is discouraged. The 

subdivision of land into parcels less than sixteen hectares within areas designated Rural will 

not be supported without the provision of roads and sewerage, storm drain and water facilities. 

The cost of providing such services will dictate a more rural development density. 

 

6.2.7  INDUSTRIAL  

6.2.7.1 Light Industrial 

The intent of the Light Industrial designation is to provide lands for enclosed manufacturing, 

processing, assembly, construction trades or similar. 

 

6.2.7.2 Heavy Industrial 

The intent of the Heavy Industrial designation is to provide appropriate places for activities 

such as resource processing, manufacturing, warehousing, sand and gravel extraction and 

auto wreckers and similar uses which may by their nature cause noise, emissions, or visual 

impact and should be separated from other uses. The zoning bylaw shall specify appropriate 

site sizes, setback distances and range of uses to ensure that heavy industry can operate 

effectively. Retail and office use will be restricted to a minor role on these sites and must be 

associated with the primary business. 
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6.2.8   CN Lands 

The intent of the CN Lands designation is to illustrate where CN lands exist in the Town. 

Future lands may be available to the community for parks, recreation, or trails. 

 

 

6.2.9   Airport Lands 

The intent of the Airport Lands designation is to provide lands for the airport and airport 

industrial related uses. The separate land use plan for the airport will be used to guide airport 

development. 

 
Aerial view of Smithers Regional Airport, source: Eagleview 2021  
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7.0 Housing 

7.1. Background 

Housing that serves people of different ages, incomes, family structures, physical and social 

needs are foundational elements in creating and maintaining a healthy, inclusive, and 

complete community. As the population of Smithers changes and as family and household 

characteristics change, a range of housing is needed to accommodate new residents, meet 

the changing needs of an aging population, and provide lifestyle choices. 

 

 

 

 

 

Housing affordability, diversity, and access are important issues for the community. Like many 

Northern communities, most housing units in Smithers are single detached houses with 

relatively few medium/high-density housing units. Purpose built rental housing is not keeping 

pace with local demands and the Town’s vacancy rate remains low. Availability of affordable 

housing remains a key challenge in Smithers, notably for those receiving social assistance /  

fixed incomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Housing quality contributes to the overall identity and character of the Smithers community 

while also contributing to the health and wellbeing of the residents of the home. More 

specifically, medium density residential buildings (i.e., town houses and apartments) influence 

neighbourhoods in terms of size, scale, and design. As such, Development Permit Area 

guidelines have been established for multi-unit buildings to maintain a degree of consistency in 

the overall form and character (see Development Permit Areas for more information). 
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7.2. Housing Diversity and Flexibility  

Objective:  

• To increase the mix of housing types, tenures, and densities to meet the diverse 

community housing needs of existing and future residents. 

Policies: 

1. Reference the Smithers Housing Needs Report (updated every 5 years) for the most 

current information regarding local housing need. 

2. Support residential intensification on areas designated as low density residential by 

permitting greater flexibility for constructing rental suites. This includes supporting the 

construction of both a carriage house and secondary suite on one lot, provided off-

street parking is available. 

3. Encourage medium and high-density residential development that allow residents to 

downsize their home and remain in the community as they age, including various forms 

of supportive housing and multi-level care facilities. 

4. Support proposals for a wide range of supportive housing, including the co-location for 

on-site supports. 

5. Use incentives for rental housing development, such as density bonussing, reducing 

required parking, tax incentives and participating in external incentive programs. 

6. Encourage innovative proposals for residential developments, such as small lot 

subdivisions and micro suites. 

7. Housing types, sizes, and tenures should be mixed wherever possible to encourage a 

social mix within individual neighbourhoods. 

8. Support the development of residential rental suites as an auxiliary use in commercial, 

civic use, and light/medium industrial designations. 

9. Appropriate temporary residential uses are supported on lands within the                  

Town of Smithers. 

10. Support non-profits, educational institutions, and senior levels of government to create 

new housing developments in Smithers, including senior/elder housing, Indigenous 

housing, housing for those experiencing homeless or at risk, and supportive housing. 

Encourage new housing to be in walking distance to downtown, amenities and transit. 

11. Encourage residential design to meet Universal Design standards and best practices. 

12. Support Indigenous led approaches to Indigenous housing. 
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7.3.  Housing Affordability and Availability 

Objective:  

• To encourage a range of safe and affordable housing options which meet the needs of 

individuals and families of varying income levels, age groups, and needs. 

Policies: 

1. Give priority to development proposals for small and compact forms of housing such as 

small-lot single detached homes, town homes, and low-rise apartments. 

2. Monitor participation in the Town of Smithers Rental Housing Incentive Program, and 

update, as required. 

3. Encourage alternative housing tenures within residential areas such as co-housing, 

cooperative housing, and fee-simple town homes, especially where these meet an 

affordable housing need. 

4. Integrate seniors and supported housing into the community where there is good 

access to public transit and basic support services. 

5. Support the creation of new, and the retention of existing, rental housing and 

discourage the conversion of rental housing to strata ownership. 

6. Support the location of supportive or transitional housing within the Town (the 

provisions of the Community Care and Assisted Living Act govern many aspects of 

these homes). 

7. Encourage the retention and creation of mobile home parks, in appropriate locations, 

as a viable and important source of affordable home ownership in Smithers.  

8. The Town will continue its role in developing Town land by inviting private developers 

to bid on developing the land. Lot prices will, generally at a minimum, recover the 

actual costs of development, but will also be used to shape and focus housing in 

particular areas of Town. 

9. Consider density bonusing provisions for residential projects that help achieve specific 

housing goals such as the creation of additional senior/elder housing, affordable rental 

housing, and supportive housing. 

10. Encourage large-scale hotel and resort developments to ensure there is an affordable 

supply of rental housing for employees, and where required, include the provision to 

provide employee housing. 

11. Encourage the development of partnerships among community groups, non-profit 

organizations, the business community, professionals, and all levels of government to 

provide affordable and available housing.  
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12. Support partnerships with the local non-profit organizations and housing providers to 

leverage Town-owned land for attracting higher density residential development 

consistent with the community vision and goals and the current Smithers Housing 

Needs Report.  

 

7.4. Housing Quality 

 

Objective:  

• To encourage high quality residential design that creates a positive interface with the 

public realm and that reinforces the unique history and character of Smithers. 

Policies: 

1. All proposals for mixed-use and multi-unit development must demonstrate how they 

address the Development Permit Area guidelines. 

2. Multi-unit developments are encouraged to provide quality landscaping and 

opportunities for fruit and vegetable gardening. 

3. Encourage innovative and site-sensitive housing and subdivision designs that reduce 

storm water run-off, demonstrate energy efficiency in building performance, and 

demonstrate a sensitive response to the site and its context. 

4. Require thoughtful and functional design of the amenity space provided in multi-unit 

developments. 
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8.0 Economic, Industrial and Commercial 

Development 

 

8.1. Background 

Economic prosperity is a key component of overall community wellbeing. Smithers is fortunate 

to see steady commercial and industrial growth, including new opportunities in the creative 

economy (arts and culture), technology and knowledge-based industries. The Airport is a key 

economic driver in the community, providing connectivity and access to the area.  

Economic diversification requires the Town to utilize its status as the primary service hub for 

the Northwest.  Over 35% of all jobs in the community are related to the key health, 

accommodation, and retail services Smithers provides. The Town is well positioned to utilize 

the airport and other lands to encourage new industries and commercial opportunities.  

Commercial land is concentrated in the downtown core (primarily along Main Street and one 

block east and west) and along the Highway 16 corridor. Downtown is the centre for retail, 

office, and civic uses, while Highway 16 supports service commercial and tourist-related 

services (accommodation and restaurants) with some office and retail use.  

Industrial land in Smithers is located primarily in the south portion of the Town on both sides of 

Highway 16 and at the Smithers Airport. Heavy industrial land is located mainly south of 

Pacific Street and adjacent to the rail tracks. There is a strong interest in ensuring that 

industrial lands are well utilized, and do not become a dispersed commercial area. 

 
Smithers Regional Airport Terminal Building 
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8.2. Strengthen and Diversify the Local Economy 

Objectives: 

• To support the growth and diversification of the local economy. 
 

• To continue Smithers’ tradition of being home to many services to the resource 

industry, entrepreneurs, and employees. 
 

• To recognize the outstanding natural, cultural, and built amenities which not only 

impact the high quality of lives enjoyed by current residents and visitors, but also 

attracts new residents to Smithers. 

Policies: 

1. Create a Community Economic Development Plan that includes engagement with 

business owners and the broader community. Collaborate with all stakeholders, 

including the Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Smithers on this and other 

economic development initiatives.  

2. Review Town bylaws and procedures to ensure a streamlined approval process, open 

and responsive governance, efficient use of taxation resources, and delivery of 

services. 

3. Support and strengthen tourism initiatives throughout the Town. Tourism opportunities 

may include exploring Indigenous lead tourism with the Witsuwit’en Nation. 

4. Where development proposals are expected to create new jobs, support the 

construction of employee housing as an auxiliary use.  

5. Consult with the local business community, including organizations such as the 

Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Smithers for feedback on Town plans and policies 

related to economic development. 

6. Identify ways that the Town can best assist with business retention, expansion, and 

attraction.  

7. Support the retention and recruitment of a qualified labour pool by supporting access to 

appropriate and affordable housing and other necessary support services such as child 

and senior/elder care. 

8. Support auxiliary residential development on lands designed as commercial and 

light/medium industrial. 

9. Encourage home-based business being that it is owner occupied only with the 

exception of childcare providers and arts/music home-based businesses. 

10. Develop 5-year action plan to grow the commercial and industrial tax base that may 

include revitalization tax exemption programs, streamlining of approval processes, 

alternative frontage improvements and targeted marketing campaigns. 
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8.3. Commercial 

Objectives:  

• To increase commercial density and vibrancy in the downtown core to reinforce the 

downtown as the heart of the community. 
 

• To encourage commercial development and redevelopment along the Highway 16 

corridor. 

Policies: 

1. Continue to invest in downtown Smithers through ongoing improvements to the 

streetscape, public spaces, and public amenities. Encourage community-led 

programming of the downtown and public spaces. 

2. Participate in incentive programs to encourage improvements to rear facades (from 

lane) of all downtown buildings, in particular those buildings along Main Street. 

3. High density, mixed commercial land uses are encouraged in the downtown area. 

Support high density residential as a primary use in the downtown avenues (excluding 

Main Street). 

4. Appropriate Temporary Commercial Uses are supported on lands designated 

commercial. 

5. Support local small scale gaming ventures operated by non-profit organizations and 

service clubs. Large scale destination casinos or video lottery terminals are not 

supported. 

6. Create simple and clear mobile vendor busking regulations at no cost to the operator to 

encourage the animation of streets in the downtown core. Ensure the Noise Bylaw is 

consistent with regulations to promote increased activity in the downtown. 

7. Incentivize development and redevelopment along with Highway 16 commercial 

corridor through the creation of a Highway 16 Revitalization Tax Incentives.   

 

8.4. Industrial 

Objective:  

• To encourage appropriate airport and industrial development in Smithers.  

• Secure adequate industrial lands to ensure capacity for industrial uses and future 

capacity for any tourism and/or resource-based ventures. 
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Policies: 

1. Focus industrial development to the area generally south of Pacific Street and east of 

the planned extension to 16th Avenue to concentrate industrial development in areas 

separate and distinct from commercial and residential lands.  

2. Support aviation-related industrial development at the Smithers Airport. 

3. Review and update the Airport land use plan that includes engagement with local 

realtors and the business community. This plan should compare airport governance 

and operations approaches to ensure the long-term viability of the airport as a key 

economic generator for the Town.  

4. Existing gravel extraction sites are recognized within the areas designated as Heavy 

Industrial on Map 1: Land Use. Additional gravel sites, where sufficient resources 

justify their creation, are supported within the area designated as Heavy Industrial. 

5. Support innovative proposals for value-added and secondary manufacturing business.  

6.  Areas with active heavy industrial use shall be buffered from non-industrial uses. 

7. Appropriate Temporary Industrial Uses are supported on lands designated industrial.  

8. Work with the Village of Telkwa and the Regional District to maintain an inventory of 

industrial lands available for development. 
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9.0 Heritage, Arts and Culture – Culture and 

Inclusion 

9.1. Background 

 
Rainbow crosswalk in downtown Smithers 

The Bulkley Valley (Dze L K’ant and yintah) is home to the Witsuwit’en people, whose 

traditional territory extends from near Hazelton (60 km northwest of Smithers) past Burns Lake 

(150km southeast of Smithers), and south through what is known today as the Lakes District. 

The first non-aboriginal settlers to the Bulkley Valley were fur traders and missionaries in the 

1860s. In 1866, the exploration team for the Collins Overland Telegraph line came through, 

attempting to construct an overland telegraph line connecting North America to Europe and 

Asia. Though their efforts failed, the trail served as an access route to gold miners heading 

north.  

Exploration resumed in the area around Smithers in 1892 when a provincial government 

surveying team noted the potential resources of the Bulkley Valley. By then, the old telegraph 

trail was known as the Dominion Telegraph line that was being extended to the Yukon. The 

Office of Wet’suwet’en is located in Smithers with approximately 5000 members. At present, 

the Office of Wet’suwet’en is participating in the BC Treaty process.  

Smithers was founded in 1913, as a town site for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway’s divisional 

headquarters. The Town grew with the discovery of large mineral deposits and activities such 

as forestry and agriculture, which remain as important parts of the local economy. In 1921, 

Smithers became the first village to be incorporated in the province of British Columbia. 

Heritage, arts, and culture are defining features of the Smithers community. Local groups and 

associations work hard to promote and develop the cultural environment enjoyed by both 

residents and visitors to the Smithers area. There is wide recognition of the social and 

economic benefits that arts and culture contribute to the community and close ties with overall 

community wellbeing. 
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9.2. Indigenous Heritage 

Objective:  

• To recognize Smithers is located on Witsuwit’en territory and to increase awareness of 

the Witsuwit’en’s long history. 

Policies: 

1. Support reconciliation and equity, inclusion, and diversity through arts, culture and 

educational opportunities for residents of Smithers. 

2. Continue to honor the Protocol Agreement between the Town of Smithers and the 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en as a basis for discussing items of mutual interest.  

3. Work with the Witsuwit’en Nation to modify the character of Smithers to better reflect 

the history and culture of the Witsuwit’en people.  

4. Support the use of public spaces, such as parks, facilities and public plazas as venues 

to express Witsuwit’en history, culture, and art. Work in collaboration with Indigenous 

led organizations on these initiatives. 

5. Explore opportunities to share the Witsuwit’en Nation’s history and culture through 

events and gatherings in Smithers.  

6. Support initiatives by the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society, Smithers Public 

Library and the Smithers Bridging Committee that build community awareness and 

education of Witsuwit’en history. 

 

9.3. Built Heritage  

Objective:  

• To protect, maintain and increase the awareness and appreciation of Smither’s built 

heritage and historical features. 

Policies:  

1. Support the creation of a community heritage register. 

2. Support the active use of provincially designated heritage buildings for community benefit 

and encourage the adaptive reuse and rehabilitation of older buildings as a method of 

retaining a legacy of locally significant heritage buildings. 

3. Encourage initiatives by private owners to preserve the heritage characteristics of their 

sites through grants or tax incentives. 

4. Provide support for the preservation of heritage through grant funding and other available 

incentives. 
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5. Support the efforts of the BV Museum to preserve and promote historically significant 

features and knowledge of Smithers. 

6. Make use of provincial heritage legislation, including related programs as a means of 

preserving heritage features within the Town. 

7. Be open to discuss areas of significant cultural value that may warrant extra consideration 

and protection. 

8. Publicly celebrate the designation of heritage properties, keep the public apprised of 

heritage conservation and restoration projects, and involve and consult the public on 

heritage matters. 

 

9.4. Arts and Culture 

Objective:  

• To support and encourage the growth and appreciation of arts and culture. 

Policies: 

1. Recognize the outstanding efforts of the various cultural service organizations in 

Smithers and the Bulkley Valley and continue to support efforts to promote arts and 

culture in the community. 

2. Support grant applications for the development of a long-term arts and culture strategy 

by the Smithers cultural community.  

3. Support community initiatives to provide and improve local arts and culture 

opportunities. 

4. Include the arts and culture community in Town planning processes for public spaces 

and facilities as opportunities to integrate art and culture. 

5. Consider ways to respectfully acknowledge local First Nations in public art installations 

in partnership with the Nations. 
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9.5. Inclusion and Accessibility 

Objective:  

• Strive to be a more inclusive and accessible community for all ages and abilities. 

Policies: 

1. Work with local groups to foster BIPOC and LGBTQ+ representation in the arts and 

cultural initiatives, including participating in Town planning processes. 

2. Work towards creating a strategic Inclusion and Diversity Action Plan that’s unique to 

the Town and community values. 

3. Support age-friendly and inclusive participation in all aspects of civic life, including 

communications, diversity of programming and accessible indoor and outdoor spaces. 

4. Work to ensure that public spaces in the Town are accessible and safe for all. 

5. Continue to work on implementing the Town of Smithers Age-Friendly Action Plan and 

engage with community groups like Access Smithers on Town initiatives. 

6. Encourage development and redevelopment to incorporate principals of              

Universal Design.  

7. Support land uses, transportation routes, community facilities, public spaces, and parks 

to meet the needs of all ages and abilities.  
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10.0 Parks, Open Space and Recreation 

10.1. Background 

 
Riverside Park; Photo Credit: Douglas Paul Fine Art, 2022 

The Town’s extensive network of parks, open spaces, trails, and recreation facilities 

contributes to the high quality of life residents have come to enjoy. Local recreation amenities 

for all ages, abilities, and income groups, appeal to both residents and visitors alike and are an 

important reason why many people come to and stay in Smithers. 

Parks and open space areas are integrated throughout Smithers, totaling 163 hectares (ha) of 

parks and trails. Natural open space is a significant component of the overall parks system 

and helps maintain the environmental integrity of the Town. These open spaces include areas 

for passive recreation, such as wildlife viewing and informal pathways. 

The Perimeter Trail system offers a circular 13 km trail around the edge of Town for a       

variety of activities such as walking, jogging, hiking, biking, and cross-country skiing. The trail 

system connects major community parks with smaller neighbourhood parks, residential 

neighbourhoods, and downtown Smithers. This also includes access links to trails and 

recreation areas beyond the Town Boundary, such as the Hudson Bay Mountain Trail to Town, 

Seymour Lake Trails, local mountain bike trails, and commuter routes, such as the Lake 

Kathlyn Connector. 

Smithers has many recreation facilities, most of which are in public ownership. Public facilities 

include civic centre arenas (2), gymnastics building, Ranger Park, tennis courts, archery 

grounds, and the Fall Fair Grounds. The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako owns and 

operates the BV Pool and Recreation Centre. 
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10.2. Parks and Open Spaces 

Objective: 

• To provide a system of accessible, safe, and connected parks and natural                    

open space areas. 

Policies: 

1. Maintain undevelopable areas as natural open space as part of development proposals 

and future subdivision approvals. Recreational uses (passive and active) and trails may 

be incorporated into the open space. 

2. Develop a Recreation and Parks Master Plan to assess and guide the expansion, 

improvement, and management of the Town’s public park system. The plan should 

focus on how to integrate these services into the community in a manner that reduces 

the impact on the environment and natural spaces.  

3. Develop comprehensive plans for Central Park, Heritage Park, and Veteran’s Peace 

Park to improve the design, function and services provided by these important and 

valued civic spaces. 

4. Support the creation of new neighbourhood parks, particularly in or adjacent to areas of 

new residential development as part of subdivision approvals.  

5. Use funds raised by the sale of parklands to acquire new parks and open space areas 

of equal or greater area and quality, where possible, or be used to improve existing 

ones. 

6. Incorporate CPTED principles into the design of open space and parks. 

7. Enhance the connectivity of the parks and open space to support improved 

pedestrian/cyclist connections and biodiversity as part of future subdivision approvals 

and upgrades.  

8. Consider users of all abilities and ages when planning or upgrading new parks and 

open space areas to maximize accessibility. 
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10.3. Recreation 

Objective:  

• To provide recreation opportunities for residents and visitors of all ages, abilities, and 

income levels. 

Policies: 

1. Continue to develop the Town’s indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, working in 

collaboration with local sport user groups and broader community. Examples include: 

▪ Ongoing development/upgrades of sports fields. 

▪ Upgrades/expansion of the BV Pool, including pool upgrade, public gymnasium, 

and walking track. 

▪ Playground equipment upgrades. 

▪ New affordable recreational opportunities. 

▪ Expansion of the Smithers Skateboard Park. 

▪ New recreation opportunities, such as pickleball courts and a kid’s splash park. 

2. Support community initiatives to improve recreation opportunities by endorsing grant 

applications and similar opportunities. 

3. Share current information of Town-owned recreation opportunities with Tourism 

Smithers and the Visitor Information Centre. 

4. Work with School Districts and independent schools in Smithers on shared use 

agreements that enhance overall community recreation opportunities.  

5. Support co-location of recreation facilities with compatible mixed uses, such as 

childcare centres, civic uses, and higher density housing. 

6. All new or upgraded facilities in Smithers shall be designed to encourage active 

participation, accessible recreation, and inclusive programming for a diverse 

population. Opportunities for adaptive and flexible design of recreation facilities should 

be explored. 

7. Locate new recreation opportunities so they are easily and safely accessible from 

surrounding neighbourhoods by walking, cycling and transit (where possible). 

8. Include recreation facilities in asset management planning. 
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10.4. Trails 

Objective:  

• To improve the existing trail system to: 

▪ Encourage active transportation; 

▪ Strengthen connection to nature; 

▪ Promote community health and wellbeing; 

▪ Increase access to nature; and 

▪ To minimize wildlife encounters. 

Policies: 

1. Improve the overall connectivity of the Perimeter Trail by constructing trail gaps, such 

as along Railway Avenue and behind Alpine Village Estates, as well as new 

connections to existing trails and key community destinations. 

2. Maintain a natural, vegetated landscaped buffer along trail edges wherever possible, 

while addressing CPTED concerns. 

3. Support public education initiatives to minimize wildlife encounters.  

4. Maintain and develop new dedicated public trail connections to key community 

destinations, facilities, neighbourhoods, and features of interest as part of Town 

upgrades, planning processes, and approvals for new development proposals and 

subdivision applications. 

5. Complete a Recreation and Parks Master Plan to guide the development and 

management of trails within the Town of Smithers. 

6. Encourage the ongoing development of trails adjacent to the Town boundary such as 

the Cycle 16 Trail, mountain bike trails, and hiking trails. 

7. Improve trail wayfinding for both residents and visitors. 

8. Encourage the development of trails and pathways throughout parks and open space 

areas that supports the participation of users of different ages and abilities.
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11.0 Food Security, Agriculture and Rural Lands 

11.1. Background 

Smithers is an important regional hub that supports the local and regional food and agriculture 

economy. In town, many residents maintain backyard gardens, keep hens, and have 

greenhouses. These practices are becoming increasingly popular. There is a vibrant Farmer’s 

Market, community garden, and numerous active organizations, such as the Smithers 

Farmers’ Institute and BV Ground-breakers. Land in Smithers is vital not only for food 

production, but also processing, storage, distribution, and sales. 

 

Smithers culture and identify has close links with food and agriculture. This includes traditional 

food systems of the Witsuwit’en Nation, which are still practiced today. Many restaurants in 

Smithers feature locally sourced food, there are two vibrant breweries, and many retailers sell 

locally grown food products.  

 

Most ALR and farmland is within the surrounding rural area located within the Regional District 

of Bulkley Nechako Electoral Area “A”. Farms in the Bulkley Valley are generally large and 

production is largely focused on forage crops, cattle, and dairy as confirmed by 2016 Census. 

Overall, the total number of reported farms in the Bulkley Nechako Electoral Area “A” 

decreased by 28% between 2011-2016.  

 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Agricultural Land Commission - The provincial Agricultural Land Commission (ALC), as 

defined in the Agriculture Land Commission Act, is an independent administrative tribunal 

dedicated to preserving agricultural land and encouraging farming within the Agricultural Land 

Reserve (ALR). 

Agricultural Land Reserve - The ALR is a provincial designation in which agriculture is the 

priority land use. Farming is encouraged and non- agricultural uses are restricted. The ALR 

protects approximately 4.6 million hectares of agriculture land in BC.  There is approximately 

390 hectares of ALR land in Smithers.  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Rural land is located on the edge of Town, most of which is not fully serviced with municipal 

sewer and water. Large residential lots, exceeding 0.4-2 hectares (1-5 acres), are limited 

within the Town boundary. Areas of Town located within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) 

include the airport and associated airport lands, as well as lands along the Bulkley River. 
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11.2. Support Local Agriculture and Food Security 

Objectives:  

• To ensure that the sustainability and economic viability of the local farm community 

continues as an important and sustaining element of Smithers and the Bulkley Valley.  

• To increase local food production on a wide-range of land types and sites. 

Policies: 

1. Encourage agricultural activities in the Smithers area by supporting the implementation 

of the RDBN Agriculture Plan (2020).  

2. Support the diversification of the local agriculture economy including efforts to increase 

local food production that service the Town. This includes supporting land uses for 

local food-related businesses, expansion of the Farmers’ Market, permitting pop-up 

retail, and participating in regional discussions on issues affecting the local agriculture 

community. 

3. Work with the Smithers Farmers’ Market and community garden organizers to identify 

supports that the Town can provide. 

4. Support on-site food production, including urban agriculture and greenhouses on a 

wide variety of land uses, including multi-family housing, Town-owned sites, and 

underused areas.  

5. Work with community organizations and non-profits in supporting local agriculture and 

food security. 

11.3. Preserve Agricultural Land and Rural Character 

Objectives:  

• To preserve agricultural lands  

• To maintain rural lands for rural uses and provide a rural boundary to the community. 

Policies: 

1. Protect areas designated Agricultural on Map 1: Land Use to be used for agricultural 

uses apart from the airport and its operations, as well as lands used for civic purposes.  

2. Retain areas designated as Rural on Map 1: Land Use for rural residential, agricultural 

and forestry uses over the long-term.  

3. Encourage the Bulkley Nechako Regional District to protect and preserve farmland by 

avoiding non-farm uses of agricultural land, including applications for exclusions and 

subdivisions within the ALR as shown on the ALR Boundary Map on Page 69. 
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ALR Boundary Map  
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12.0 Transportation and Mobility 

12.1. Background 

 
Smithers has access to established air, rail, road, and trail networks. The street network in 

Smithers has been established for many decades, consisting of Highway 16 as the primary 

corridor with a series of local and collector roads, which serve local neighbourhoods and newly 

developed areas (see Map 2: Mobility). This established street grid provides for a high degree 

of connectivity for both vehicles and pedestrians. While most residents use a vehicle to get to 

work and run errands in Town, others take advantage of the pedestrian and bicycle trails. 

Highway 16 (Trans Canada Yellowhead Highway) is a defining element of the overall Smithers 

land use pattern. The highway is a connecting feature, linking the community to the 

surrounding areas and other communities. Frontage roads provide access to the businesses 

located along the Highway 16 corridor. The intersections along the highway act as key 

connectivity nodes and have been identified as opportunities for improvement to better support 

active transportation.  

Parking is located both on-street (angle and parallel) and off-street (parking lots). In recent 

years, the Town has developed two additional Town parking lots, including installation of 

electric charging stations. Downtown parking regulations have been updated to encourage 

more compact forms of development and encourage walking and biking. 

 
View of Highway 16 close to the Main Street intersection 
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12.2. Street Network and Pedestrian Movement 

Objectives:  

• To provide an efficient, safe, reliable, sustainable, and connected multi-modal 

municipal road system for residents, visitors, and businesses. 

• To integrate community land use and accessibility elements to ensure users                 

have access to healthy, safe, and alternative mobility options that are convenient           

and connected. 

Policies: 

1. The transportation network shall be in accordance with the existing and proposed 

roads indicated on Map 2: Mobility 

2. The following principles will be used to guide decisions regarding transportation 

planning: 

▪ To promote a compact urban form in order to reduce reliance on automobiles; 

▪ To support transit and active transportation as key modes of transportation; 

▪ To incorporate the principles of safe and complete streets in decisions related 

to the road network and transportation planning; 

▪ To maintain the hierarchy of roads with development standards suited to their 

role and function within the community; 

▪ To require new developments to provide full urban standards for all road works; 

and 

▪ To review all commercial, industrial, and multi-unit developments to ensure they 

have appropriate access and egress while providing pedestrian safety as an 

integral part of their design. 

3. Update road design standards in the Subdivision Servicing Bylaw, as amended, to 

support compact, complete, communities with streets that: 

▪ Prioritize bicycle and pedestrian safety; 

▪ Are designed to minimize traffic impacts in settled areas; 

▪ Support and encourage alternatives to the car, and that 

▪ Reflect the character of the range of neighbourhoods and areas within the 

Town. 
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4. Prioritize year-round pedestrian movement within the municipality, the following 

priorities are recommended: 

▪ Provide marked crosswalks and sidewalks or walkways in the long-term on both 

sides of arterial or major municipal roads within urban settlement areas. These 

will also function as part of pedestrian routes outlined on Map 3: Parks and 

Open Space. 

▪ Active transportation improvements, including pedestrian and cycling 

infrastructure, as per the Town of Smithers Active Transportation Plan. 

▪ Support the development of recreational walkways and/or multi-use trails 

throughout the municipality designated as the Trail System on Map 3: Parks 

and Open Space. These walkways provide links between the major parks and 

open space areas and may be off-road or adjacent to the roadways. 

5. Design sidewalks and trails to promote year-round use. 

6. Continue to work with the owners of private property to upgrade sidewalks and pave 

gravel streets in residential neighbourhoods in accordance with current Local Area 

Services Charges policy and procedures. 

7. Require suitable development standards for all new developments or subdivisions 

within the community, including those fronting on Highway 16. 

8. Expand sidewalk coverage for new and existing non-conforming sidewalks to 

accommodate wheelchair and low mobility access. 

 

12.3. Active Transportation  

Objective:  

• To encourage active transportation modes of travel, such as walking and cycling, within 

the community. 

Policies: 

1. Refer to the Town of Smithers Active Transportation Plan to guide active transportation 

investment decisions and improvements. 

2. Support and encourage the use of traffic calming measures in existing neighbourhoods 

and around schools. Trees in boulevards along collector roads should be considered. 

3. Support and encourage the use of bicycles as a form of transportation in Smithers and 

integrate the design of bikeways and related safety measures in its road, sidewalk, and 

trail reconstruction projects, where feasible. 

4. Improve, and expand the existing trail network to provide enhanced connectivity and 

safe non-motorized off-street transportation options for residents and visitors. 
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5. Consider variances to parking requirements where increased bike parking is provided.  

6. Encourage end of trip facilities that support active transportation users.  

7. Support the operation and development of Smithers Transit system. This includes 

ensuring there are comfortable and safe transit stops at key community locations. 

12.4. Parking 

Objectives:  

• To ensure there is adequate and accessible parking for residents and visitors. 

• To ensure the feasibility of future downtown mixed-use development while minimizing 

parking impacts on the public realm. 

Policies: 

1. Require all new developments, except those that include uses and areas specifically 

exempt by the Zoning Bylaw, to provide adequate off-street vehicle and bike parking 

for their patrons, tenants, and employees. 

2. Develop a Wayfinding signage strategy for the downtown parking. 

3. Designate accessible on-street parking spaces and end of trip biking facilities in key 

locations around Smithers.  

 

12.5. Highway 16 

Objective: 

• To enhance the connectivity of Highway 16 with the municipal road network  to improve 

safety, increase the compatibility of uses and the appearance when travelling along 

this corridor.   

Policies: 

1. Highway 16 is a controlled access highway and approvals are required from the 

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure where development occurs in the vicinity 

of highway jurisdiction. Where a  development proposal may impact traffic onto 

Highway 16, a traffic impact study may be required by the Ministry of Transportation 

and Infrastructure prior to approval. For clarity all MoTI polices, and regulations will 

apply to all development within the Moti’s jurisdiction.   
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2. Support tourist oriented off-street parking in the areas between King and Queen streets 

(i.e., RV parking). Any upgrades should ensure parking is designed to be safe and 

accessible.  

3. The development of on-street parking along the frontage roads should be considered.  

4. Highway 16 acts as the gateway and first impression for the Town. This urban corridor 

serves the needs of both the local community and the traveling public. All decisions 

and design standards related to Highway 16 will reflect this urban orientation and 

importance for the character of the Town.  

5. Support an urban highway corridor standard with the following key elements:  

6. Two-lane divided highway from the westbound gateway to Alberta Street; 

7. A raised landscaped median with turning bays throughout the corridor to ensure safe 

pedestrian crossing, traffic separation and visual attractiveness;  

8. Full pedestrian sidewalks on both sides of the highway with marked crosswalks at 

major intersections. Wherever possible, the sidewalk shall be separated from the curb 

by a landscape buffer, allowing for a future street tree program to be implemented; 

and  

9. Cycle lanes on both sides of the highway.  

10. Maintain the existing frontage road system to provide access to businesses in these 

locations.  

11. Upgrade frontage roads to an urban standard to improve the appearance, pedestrian 

safety and functioning of these roads with a focus on complete street design.  

12. Improve sidewalks and cycling routes on key corridors and frontage roads.  

13. Ensure that traffic controls along Highway 16 support slower speeds and active modes 

of transportation.  

14. Work with MOTI to complete necessary upgrades that support traffic/pedestrian safety 

and accessibility.  
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13.0 Community Services and Facilities 

13.1. Background 

 

Community services and facilities include a broad range of public and institutional facilities, 

which serve the educational, health, safety, and cultural needs of the Town’s residents. 

A variety of educational facilities exist in Smithers. Bulkley Valley School District No. 54 (SD54) 

and School District No. 93 (Conseil scolaire fancophone de la C.-B.) serve the students of 

Smithers. SD54 operates three schools in Smithers, two elementary schools and one 

secondary school. The Bulkley Valley Christian School is a private school that operates an 

elementary school and a high school. St. Joseph’s School is a private elementary school. 

Coast Mountain College offers local post-secondary opportunities serving a regional 

population, including international students. It is recognized that these educational facilities 

play a valuable role in fostering a learning community, an important component of social 

wellbeing. 

Civic facilities are in or are close to Downtown Smithers. Examples include the Central Park 

Building (houses the BV Museum and Art Gallery), Smithers Public Library, Chamber of 

Commerce and Visitor Information Centre, and Municipal Office. Public health and safety 

facilities include the Fire Hall, Royal Canadian Mounted Police detachment, British Columbia 

Ambulance Service (BCAS), and the Bulkley Valley District Hospital. In addition, places of 

worship and community gathering facilities, such as the Friendship Centre Hall, are located in 

Smithers.  

The social wellbeing of the Town’s residents is an important concern. Social issues such as 

poverty, crime, mental health, and addictions, are essential to consider in creating a healthy 

community. As with many other initiatives, the key to improving the social health of the 

community lies in working cooperatively with other jurisdictions, organizations, and community 

groups. 
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13.2. Schools 

Objective:  

• To support the provision of school facilities that meet the current and future needs of                

the community. 

Policies: 

1. Support schools for community use activities beyond school hours, such as joint use 

agreements for community recreation, meetings, and activities.  

2. Maintain future school sites as school reserves to allow for, when the population 

warrants, the construction of new schools. 

3. Work with schools to develop improved connectivity with surrounding neighbourhoods, 

including encouraging participation in the Safe Routes to Schools program to address 

safety barriers of kids walking or biking to school. 

4. Encourage co-location of childcare centres in schools. 

5. Support community initiatives that provide additional educational opportunities and 

facilities. 

6. Support literacy in the community through endorsing the Community Literacy Plan and 

the District Literacy Plan. 

 

13.3. Civic Facilities and Gathering Places 

Objective:  

• To support civic facilities and gathering places that meet the cultural, spiritual, and 

social needs of the community and contributes to a vibrant, thriving downtown. 

Policies: 

1. Support the location of new government offices, civic facilities, and the renovation of 

existing facilities within the Downtown area, outside of Main Street.  

2. Encourage new civic facilities and gathering places to locate in areas accessible by 

transit and a connected network of sidewalks.  

3. New places of worship are supported in residential and commercial areas.  

4. Encourage, where appropriate, the co-location of civic and recreation facilities and 

compatible uses, such as childcare centres and higher density housing.  
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5. Continue to work with local organizations and community groups on new civic facilities, 

as required, and upgrades to existing facilities.  

13.4. Social Wellness, Health and Safety 

Objective:  

• Ensure social, health, and safety services meet the needs of residents, including those 

who are most vulnerable.  

Policies: 

1. Work collaboratively with service providers and community groups to maintain and 

coordinate the provision of high-quality services.  

2. Implement the Smithers Poverty Reduction Plan by identifying priority action items in 

collaboration with local service providers.  

3. Advocate for and support funding to strengthen and enhance local social services.  

4. Support Indigenous led approaches to social health and wellness by supporting 

initiatives by the Dze L K’ant Friendship Centre and Office of the Wet’suwet’en. 

5. Work with the local health authority, School District, RCMP, local service providers, 

and community organizations, to help identify and address the community’s health and 

safety needs and concerns.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Royal Canadian Legion Smithers, 2022 
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14.0 Infrastructure and Utilities 

14.1. Background 

 
Portland Loo, downtown Smithers, 2021 

The efficient management and operation of civic infrastructure and services is essential for 

healthy community development and growth. The existing services and infrastructure are 

shown on Map 4 Servicing and Utilities. 

The water supply system consists of three wells, two storage reservoirs, and a distribution 

system. Chlorine is only added during a short system flushing each spring. The existing water 

system has the capacity to support a population of approximately 7,500. Private water systems 

exist within the Town boundary in low-density areas where supplying water is not economical. 

The Airport water system is separate, which includes several residential properties.  

The sanitary sewer system is a combination of collection and conveyance pipes and 

associated lift stations. The sewage treatment plan is located adjacent to the Bulkley River, 

south of the Smithers airport with a capacity of approximately 6,000 residents. There is 

adequate land capacity associated with the treatment plan to double the capacity of the 

system if needed. Individual septic systems exist in areas of Town not serviced by a 

community sewage system. 
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Storm drainage consists of surface drainage and underground conventional storm drains. Due 

to poorly draining soils, the provision of storm drainage is critical in the Town. The Town has 

been working to expand the system of underground storm drains, which collect excess water 

that is eventually discharged into the Bulkley River. Some challenges exist where open ditches 

occur within the Town, especially for residents with basements.  

Solid waste includes garbage and recycling curbside pickup, while the regional district 

operates the regional landfill and solid waste management plan, and local transfer station 

located 10km to the south.   

 

14.2. Asset Management 

Objective: 

• To ensure the successful development and sustainability (environmental and fiscal) of 

the community by making good decisions on asset management.  

Policies: 

1. Complete an infrastructure condition and capacity assessment every 5 years to enable 

the management of existing and new infrastructure. 

2. When approving new development, consider the condition and capacity of existing 

infrastructure. Development should bear the cost for new infrastructure if required to 

enable the development.  

3. Actively work to protect and maintain natural drainage courses and wetlands as      

natural assets. 

 

14.3. Efficient Infrastructure and Cost Recovery 

Objectives:  

• To create efficient, low impact, and healthy buildings and infrastructure. 

• To ensure the efficient investment in infrastructure, utilities, and building investments.  

Policies:  

1. Encourage energy efficient community planning and building design that incorporates 

energy conservation measures and alternative energy sources. 
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2. Encourage the voluntary use of renewable and sustainable energy producing and 

recovery technologies for new and existing developments and infrastructure in support 

of the meeting the objectives of the CEEP.  

3. Properties outside of the municipal boundary shall not be allowed to connect to the 

municipal sewerage treatment, water and/or, garbage pick- up systems. 

4. Costs of new and upgraded services shall be borne by the developers and those 

property owners who benefit. This will be reflected in the works and service 

requirements of the Subdivision Servicing and Development Standards Bylaw. 

5. Infrastructure investment priorities will be based on the current and projected needs as 

identified in an asset management plan. 

6. Explore cost recovery tools such as development cost charges and latecomer 

agreements. 

 

14.4. Waste Reduction 

Objective: 

• To reduce the amount of solid waste that is generated in Smithers and transported to 

the regional landfill. 

Policies: 

1. Continue to enhance the curbside pickup recycling program with Recycle BC. 

2. Work towards reducing the local solid waste stream in accordance with the hierarchy of 

reduce, reuse, and recycle. 

3. Promote residential composting programs and community composting in             

community gardens. 

4. Encourage multi-residential recycling facilities including on-site separation bins (paper, 

containers, organics, other waste). 

5. Encourage the salvaging and/or recycling of construction waste, demolition waste, and 

building disassembly. 

6. Encourage the use of biodegradable alternatives to non-biodegradable plastic 

packaging. 
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14.5. Water Supply and Distribution  

Objective: 

• To ensure a safe water supply for the residents of Smithers that is delivered and used 

with water conservation in mind. 

Policies: 

1. Adopt strategies and programs to that reduce community wide water consumption     

such as: 

▪ Outdoor technology (efficient irrigation systems, rain harvesting,          
xeriscaping, etc.)  

▪ Indoor technology (efficient plumbing fixtures and appliances,                        
water meters); and 

▪ Educating owners of households and businesses, as well as the public. 

2. Based on an Asset Management Plan, implement sustainable wastewater 

management and treatment strategies, technologies, and infrastructure delivery 

models to ensure a stable supply over the long term and reduce loadings on the sewer 

system. 

3. Require the installation of low-flow fixtures in all new development. 

4. Ensure water treatment complies with Federal and Provincial regulations. 

 

14.6. Sanitary Sewer System 

Objective:  

• To operate and maintain an effective and efficient sanitary sewer collection and 

treatment system.  

Policies:  

1. Based on an Asset Management Plan, implement sustainable sanitary sewer 

management and treatment strategies, technologies, and infrastructure delivery         

models to ensure a stable collection system over the long term and to provide 

development capacity.  

2. Ensure wastewater treatment complies with Federal and Provincial regulations.  
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14.7. Storm Water Management 

Objectives: 

• To operate and maintain an effective and efficient community storm water        

management system. 

• To reduce negative impacts of storm water discharge on the environment. 

Policies: 

1. Encourage the use of stormwater management strategies and technologies such as 

groundwater recharge systems and swales to reduce the amount of stormwater run-off 

and improve water quality prior to discharge. 

2. Consider alternate stormwater management strategies that protect and enhance    

natural assets. 

3. In areas with open ditches, work to find storm water conveyance strategies that      

reduces the potential negative impacts on private properties.  

4. Promote the construction of underground storm drains before improvement or 

pavement of streets or parking lots and as needed for all development.  

5. Protect and maintain the natural drainage courses in the Town.  

6. Protect wetlands as a key ecological management strategy for stormwater attenuation. 

Where feasible consider the development as constructed wetlands to support the 

natural wetland storm attenuation.  

7. Ensure the treatment of all storm water (for example through biofiltration) before 

discharge into water bodies as required by Federal and Provincial regulations. 
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15.0 Implementation and Governance 

15.1. Background 

Land use decisions both within and outside of the Town boundaries impacts residents, 

community groups, businesses, and all levels of government. As a result, collaboration and 

participation are key elements in developing plans and strategies that demonstrate a greater 

understanding of the issues, opportunities, and implications of land use decisions. This 

approach to community planning is especially important when dealing with interjurisdictional 

issues, such as community health, transportation, resource development, housing, and 

sustainability. Examples of governance principals that support collaboration and participation 

are: 

• Inclusive and transparent approach to engagement; 

• Using efficient and effective engagement processes;  

• Respecting and responding to input; and 

• Working towards Truth and Reconciliation. 

 

15.2. Boundary Extension 

Objective:  

• To ensure adequate land for the long-term prosperity of the Town. 

Policies: 

1. The Town may consider boundary extension to support the growth and economic 

development needs of the community in areas as identified on Map 5: Potential 

Boundary Extension Areas.  

2. When reviewing boundary expansion proposals, Council will consider the following: 

▪ The infrastructure capacity cost feasibility,  

▪ Existing land availability  

▪ Location of land and consistency with the requirements of the ALC  

3. Consideration of a proposed boundary extension will only occur if 80% infill of a 

specific land use designation, as defined on Map 5: Potential Boundary Extension 

Areas, has occurred and it can be shown that there is a vacancy rate of less than 5% 

within existing buildings for the proposed use. The future expansion areas are shown 

on the proposed Map 5: Potential Boundary Extension Areas. 
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4. Prior to considering municipal boundary expansions, a study of land use, servicing, 

fiscal and municipal taxation, and governance issues will be completed. The Town will 

conduct consultation with affected local governments, First Nations, residents, and 

businesses. 

5. When considering boundary expansion, the Town will work with the Regional District to 

identify areas suitable for the proposed expansion and associated use.  

 

15.3. Collaboration with Other Jurisdictions 

Objective: 

• To develop collaborative relationships with other jurisdictions such as the Regional 

District, Provincial Government, Federal Government, the Office of the Wet’suwet’en 

and Witsuwit’en, as well as local community interest groups to meet the goals of the 

community. 

Policies: 

1. Continue to build partnerships, identify mutual objectives, and support initiatives of 

common interest with the Witsuwit’en, Dze L K’ant Friendship Centre and other local 

Indigenous groups. 

2. Continue to work with the Regional District to control growth patterns and land use 

adjacent to the Town boundaries to ensure consistency with the Town of Smithers’ 

growth management and sustainability goals. 

3. Pro-actively consult with senior levels of government on: 

▪ The protection of Bulkley Valley ecosystems; 

▪ Highway 16 upgrades; 

▪ Growth management in Electoral Area A; and 

▪ The regulation of the resource industry (mining, agriculture, fisheries, forestry). 

4. Collaborate and share information with local and regional non-profit associations and 

academic institutions on addressing local issues such as community health, affordable 

housing, economic development, amenity migration, arts and culture, among others. 

5. Work closely with the Regional District to ensure regional growth is managed to    

achieve goals and objectives, and address issues of mutual interest and concern.       

The Town will actively advocate for no new development within the potential expansion   

areas as shown on Map 5: Potential Boundary Extension Areas without consultation   

with the Town. 
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15.4. Public Engagement and Consultation 

Objectives: 

• To ensure a genuine approach to involving the community in planning and decision-

making processes 
 

• To recognize the depth and breadth of knowledge and resources that the citizenry of 

Smithers brings to determining directions for the Town. 

Policies: 

1. Recognize that the community of Smithers extends beyond the Town Boundaries into 

the rural areas while remembering the Town’s responsibility to the taxpayer. 

2. Work to ensure that all bylaws and development procedures are readily understood by 

the public and the business community. 

3. Council will consider new public engagement tools such as online and social 

networking platforms to target a wider range of community members. 

4. Engage the community in decision-making and ensure that residents are consulted on 

decisions and planning that will impact the Town. 

5. Ensure that engagement opportunities are accessible to different populations in the 

community, including those that are not connected digitally. 

6. Consider the development of an outreach program that would educate and engage 

youth in learning about municipal policy. 

7. Where necessary, require development approval information at the time of an OCP 

amendment.  

 

OCP-Zoning Review Project Community Workshop, 2022 
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15.5. Implementation Tools 

 
There are many tools that the Town can use to implement the vision outlined in this document. 

The following provides a summary of tools that can be used to support the implementation of 

this Bylaw. 

 

15.5.1  MASTER PLANS AND STUDIES 

The following plans and studies were identified during the OCP review process. These projects 

will help achieve the key objectives of the plan.  

 

Plan/Study Supporting Policy Area 

Asset condition assessment  Infrastructure and Utilities 

Asset management plan Infrastructure and Utilities 

Floodplain management bylaw Climate and environment 

Recreation and parks masterplan Parks, Open Space and Recreation   

Reconciliation 5-year plan Indigenous Peoples 

Housing Needs Assessment Update Housing  

Inclusion and Diversity Action Plan Heritage, Arts and Culture 

Updated Subdivision Servicing and 

Development Standards Bylaw 

Transportation and Mobility 

Infrastructure and Utilities 

Detailed Master plans for: Parks and Recreation  

     Central Park  

     Heritage Park  

     Veteran’s Peace Park  

Community Economic Development Plan Economic Development 

Airport Business and Land Use Plan 

Update 
Economic Development 
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Plan/Study Supporting Policy Area 

5- Year Commercial and Industrial 

Marketing and Diversification Plan 
Economic Development 

Development Cost Charge Bylaw Infrastructure and Utilities 

Development Approval Information Bylaw  Climate and the Environment 

 

15.5.2  DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL INFORMATION 

Pursuant to the establishment of a Development Approval Information Area bylaw, the area 

covered by this OCP is designated as a development approval information area under the 

authority of Section 485 of the Local Government Act, as amended time to time. Development 

approval information will be required for: 

1. Zoning bylaw amendments; 

2. Temporary use permits, and; 

3. Development permits. 

 

15.5.3  TEMPORARY USE PERMITS 

All lands shall be designated as being eligible for consideration for the issuance of Temporary 

Use Permits. The consideration of applications for a Temporary Use Permit shall be conditional 

upon the applicant providing: 

 
1. A detailed description of the proposed use and the duration of the proposed activity; 

2. Plans for mitigating potentially harmful impacts on the environment, adjacent lands, 

and the local community; 

3. Applicable provincial and federal government approvals or permits; 

4. A plan for rehabilitation of the site following the discontinuance of the proposed 

temporary use; 

5. Other information required to fully evaluate the application. 
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16.0 Overview of Development Permit Areas 

16.1. Background 

Section 488 of the Local Government Act permits Council, in an Official Community Plan, to 

designate Development Permit Areas (DPAs). Council may issue a development permit that 

may vary or supplement a regulation of the Subdivision or Zoning Bylaw. A development 

permit cannot vary use, density, or flood plain specifications. Where land is subject to more 

than one DPA designation, a single development permit is required, however, the application is 

subject to the requirements of all applicable DPAs. 

 

16.1.1 DESIGNATION 

Pursuant to Section 488 of the Local Government Act, the Town of Smithers has designated 

Development Permit Areas for: 

 
1. Environmental areas for lands shown on Map 6. 

2. Hazardous areas for land shown on Map 6. 

3. Form and Character for lands designated on Map 7. 

16.1.2 GENERAL EXEMPTIONS 

A Development Permit is NOT required for: 

• Construction within a building that does not require exterior alterations. 

• Replacement of exterior finishes using the same or similar materials and colours. This 

also includes the replacement of signage with no change in location, size, type, or 

signs approved by a Sign Permit. 

• Planting trees, shrubs or ground cover. 

• Use of land is for outdoor recreational purposes and does not include buildings and 

structures other than fencing or nets. 

• Alteration of legal or lawful nonconforming buildings and structures within the existing 

footprint. 

• Placement of impermanent structures if there is no site clearing. 

• Emergency actions to prevent, control or reduce erosion or other immediate threats to 

life, the natural environment, and property including: 

▪ Fire, flood, and erosion protection works; 
▪ Removal of hazard trees; 
▪ Protection, repair or replacement of public utilities; 
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▪ Clearing of an obstruction from a bridge, culvert or drainage flow; and 
▪ Bridge repairs and safety fences in accordance with the Water Sustainability Act. 

 

• Construction of a single public or common use trail provided that the trail is designed to 

avoid environmentally sensitive and erosion prone areas. 

• Repair and maintenance of existing roads, driveways, paths and trails. 

• Construction of a fence. 

• The Town of Smithers as long as development adheres the environmental and 

hazardous condition development permit guidelines as confirmed through a project 

summary developed by the Town’s project manager prior to project initiation. 

• Agricultural uses within the Agricultural Land Reserve. 

 

16.2. Environmental and Hazardous Conditions 

Development Permit Areas 

16.2.1 AREA 

Lands designated on Map 6. 

16.2.2 PURPOSE 

The Environmental and Hazardous Development Permit Areas (DPA) regulates development 

in areas that require a degree of protection. 

Objectives are to: 

• Protect the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity; 

• Protect development from hazardous conditions; 

• Protect human life and property. 
 

16.2.3 EXEMPTIONS 

A Development Permit is NOT required for Environmental development permit area as 

designated on Map 6 where: 

1. Submission to the Town of a written statement from a Qualified Environmental 

Professional with relevant experience confirming the absence of a sensitive ecosystem 

within the area that would be affected by the proposed work. 

2. Minor site clearing necessary to undertake topographic and similar surveys which aid site 

and servicing planning work. 
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3. Normal farm practices protected by the Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act or 

other applicable provincial legislation or guidelines on properties assessed as a farm under 

the BC Assessment Act. 

4. Building additions of 40m² or less that do not require retaining structures. 

5. Habitat restoration works that have obtained the required Provincial and Federal 

approvals. 

6. Construction of a small accessory building such as a pump house, gazebo, garden shed or 

playhouse if all the following apply: 

▪ The building is located within an existing landscaped area; 

▪ No native trees are removed; 

▪ The building is sited as to not compromise a hazardous area (i.e., steep slope 

or watercourse bank); and, 

▪ The total area of small accessory buildings is less than 10m². 

 

16.2.4 SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

Every submission shall include: 

1. A completed Development Permit Application and applicable fee. 

2. Professionally prepared Site Plan showing buildings (existing and proposed) and 

structures, parking areas, access, toe of slope and top of bank, and any watercourse 

setback areas that are located on or that about the site. 

3. A professional prepared plan showing existing and proposed grades, (including details 

on retaining walls), toe of slope, top of bank, or any floodplain area. 

4. A plan showing the areas to be cleared and areas of cut and fill, and the proposed 

sequence and timing of the clearing and recontouring. 

5. Other information, as necessary, to assess the development proposal. 

 

16.2.5 JUSTIFICATION 

The intent of the Environmental and Hazardous Area Development Permit Areas is to protect 

key environmental features and to delineate areas that are prone to hazardous conditions 

such as flood or slope failure. Protection of fish habitat is essential for the long term viability 

and health of the Bulkley River salmon and steelhead populations. Habitat associated with the 

low lying flood plains as identified the 1998 Rare Plant Communities and Plant Species 

Inventory are important indicators of ecosystem health. 
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Protecting the health and safety of the community is essential which is reflected in the 

identified flood plain, steep slope and interface fire hazard areas.  

 

Kathlyn Creek; Photo Credit: Douglas Paul Fine Art, 2022 

Environmental Areas have been identified to: 

• Protect fish and fish habitat 

• Protect riparian habitats that support wildlife and support healthy streams 

• Protect habitat associated with low lying flood plain areas 

Hazardous areas have been identified to: 

• Clearly identify flood prone areas 

• Protect heath and safety of property and owners in flood prone areas  

• Allow for development near steep slopes when the areas is confirmed safe for 

the intended use  
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16.2.5 GUIDELINES 

The following guidelines apply to all Environmental and Hazardous Conditions DPA’s: 

 

16.2.5.1 Watercourses and Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

1. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), prepared by a Qualified Environmental 

Professional will be required in order to evaluate the impacts of a proposed development 

on the natural environment. The EIA shall include the following information: 

▪ Information regarding potential impacts of proposed development, mitigation 

options and design alternatives; 

▪ Confirmation that the development will not result in Harmful Alteration, 

Disruption, or Destruction (HADD) of riparian areas; 

▪ The width of the leave strip area which must be protected; 

▪ Measures required to maintain the integrity of the riparian area; 

▪ An indication of when the monitoring of important environmental conditions       

should occur. 

2. Retain existing trees and vegetation to the fullest extent. 

3. Where a proposed development falls within 30 m of a watercourse, a Qualified 

Environmental Professional is required to complete a habitat impact assessment. The goal 

of this assessment is to confirm: 

• That no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions 

and conditions that support fish life in the riparian area will occur, or 

• Protection and enhancement measures will protect the integrity of those areas from 

the effects of the development. 

• Where RAPR applies, ensure the proposed develop meets the provincial 

requirements. 

 

16.2.5.2 Floodplains 

1. Where a development is proposed within a floodplain, a report certified by a professional 

engineer is required to determine if the property is safe for the intended use and to identify 

what conditions or requirements are appropriate to ensure the safety of the property. The 

report must assess and confirm the flood construction level for the proposed development 

based on a 1 in 200-year flood event and shall consider the impacts of climate change.  

2. Buildings, structures and paved surfaces shall be located: 
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• Away from areas subject to erosion, sloughing, flooding, landslide, or damage; 

• At such a distance from a watercourse as to prevent erosion, sloughing, flooding 

landslip, excessive run-off or siltation, and protect lands and the fishery resource; 

• To preserve the natural vegetation on steeper slopes and sensitive ecosystems; 

 

16.2.5.3 Steep slopes 

1. Where a development is proposed within a steep slope area, a report certified by a 

professional engineer is required to determine if the property is safe for the intended use 

and to identify what conditions or requirements are appropriate to ensure slope stability. 

2. Buildings, structures and paved surfaces shall be located: 

▪ Away from areas subject to erosion, sloughing, flooding, landslide, or damage; 

▪ To preserve the natural vegetation on steeper slopes and sensitive 

ecosystems; 

3. Measures shall be put in place to: 

▪ Direct surface run-off away from areas subject to erosion and sloughing and to 

handle storm water run-off appropriately; 

▪ Contain any excessive run-off, erosion, or siltation at the clearing and 

construction stage, and for the completed development. 

▪ Retain existing trees and vegetation to the fullest extent. 

 

16.2.5.4 Interface Fire Hazard Areas 

1. Where a development is proposed within the Interface fire hazard area, a report by a 

qualified professional is require determining if the property is safe for the intended use 

and to identify what conditions or requirements are appropriate to meet best practice 

for development in areas of high fire risk.  

2. The site plan for a property within the fire hazard area must illustrate how the site 

applies the guidelines outlined in the Homeowners Fire Smart Manual (BC Edition). 
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16.3. Form and Character Development Permit Areas 

16.3.1 AREAS 

Lands designated as Downtown Smithers, Multi-Residential and Highway Commercial and 

identified on Map 7. 

16.3.2 PURPOSE 

The Form and Character Development Permit Area (DPA) regulates the form and character of 

commercial and multi-unit residential development in Smithers. 

Objectives are to: 

• Ensure that the commercial core remains the focal point of the community; 

• Contribute to the existing character and identity of Smithers; 

• Ensure new developments fit appropriately into the context of existing neighbourhoods; 

• Address four-season design in these areas. 

• Embrace Witsuwit’en inspired design. 

16.3.4 EXEMPTIONS 

A Development Permit is not required for the construction, addition, or alteration of a 

building, provided the following: 

• Single-detached dwellings, duplexes, and semi-detached dwellings. Any additional 

dwellings (detached or attached) do not qualify for this exemption. 

• Construction that amounts to less than 20% increase in total floor area or a maximum 

of 28m² (300ft²) of new floor area provided that no portion of the building addition is 

visible from pedestrian eye level from street on which the development fronts. 

 

16.3.5 SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

Every submission shall include: 

• A completed Development Permit Application and applicable fees; 

• Professionally prepared coloured building elevation drawings, illustrating all sides of 

the building(s); 

• A professional prepared site plan showing buildings and structures, unenclosed 

storage areas; garbage areas, parking, loading, landscaping, and access; 
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• Drawings showing proposed signage details; 

• Exterior building colour samples. 

• Professionally prepared landscape plan and certified cost estimate. 

• Lighting plans 

For a summary of key requirements, see Appendix A for a succinct checklist that will help 

understanding and fulfilling the most important elements of these form and character 

guidelines. 

16.3.6 JUSTIFICATION 

Smithers’ architectural history extends back to its roots as a farming, resource, and railway 

town. This is evident in several buildings of historical significance that exist today, including the 

Railway Station and Central Park building. 

The importance of Main Street, and the immediately adjacent streets that make up downtown 

Smithers as the commercial center and focus of the Smithers’ community was first 

acknowledged in the early 1970’s with the establishment of an Alpine Theme. These design 

guidelines were in recognition of the mountain and winter sports heritage that is unique to 

Smithers. The definition of the alpine design theme included extended rooflines, shuttered 

windows, balconies, pictured exterior walls, and wooden signs. 

 
View of Main Street, 2012 

Since then, considerable energy and money has been invested in the reconstruction of 

portions of the downtown, including the rebuilding and paving of streets, brick pavers, angle 

parking, street furniture, lighting and landscaping. A “Downtown Revitalization Area” was 
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declared by the Provincial Government in 1981 resulting in an improved physical environment 

and the unique downtown that is evident today. 

Initiatives to improve the downtown area continue to take place. Downtown merchants and 

property owners have contributed enormously to the continued development of the Downtown 

by creating a cohesive town core in accordance with the alpine theme. These theme elements 

have been integrated into the Downtown specific guidelines. 

The implementation of the Development Permit Areas ensures a continuity of work already 

completed as well as incorporates the vision that resulted from the OCP process. 

16.3.7 GENERAL FORM AND CHARACTER GUIDELINES  

The following guidelines apply to all the Form and Character DPA’s, both designated by land 

use and as shown on Map 7 “Form and Character Development Permit Areas.”  

 

16.3.7.1 Environmental Considerations 

All design proposals should consider the design and construction requirements posed by the 

area’s climate. 

 
Wind - Hanging signs, parapet extensions, awnings 

and canopies should be constructed with sufficient 

bracing to withstand strong winds such as might be 

typical of the area. 

Rain - Architectural elements exposed to 

precipitation, such as roofs, cornices, edges, 

canopies, and decorative detailing, should be properly 

designed and flashed to protect the building structure 

and carry water away from pedestrian pathways or 

human-use areas. 

Snow - Any building structure upon which snow 

accumulates (canopies, awnings, roof forms) should 

be constructed in a manner conducive to 

spontaneous snow dump of accumulated loads into 

non-pedestrian areas. Snow must either be positively 

shed or positively retained. Shedding snow must be 

deflected from pedestrian areas by dormers, hipped roofs, canopies, or other means. All steps 

and wheelchair ramps must be covered or otherwise protected from ice and snow build-up. 

Ice - Repeated heating and cooling of snow loads can give rise to ice accumulations. Building 

design should therefore consider heat loss factors as a method of controlling ice build-up. 

Proper flashing should be accorded to areas subject to ice accumulation. Walkways, entries, 
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and other human use areas should be designed with the aim of minimum potential ice build-up 

and efficient removal of accumulations that do occur. 

Sun - Prolonged solar exposure can result in overheating of a space and areas. Conversely, 

lack of sun light can make an area undesirable. Design and siting of buildings and common 

areas should be done to maximize solar access while minimising over heating by strategically 

located glazing and shading. The site design should consider solar heating options. Massing 

of a building should be designed so it does not limit solar access on other properties.  

 

16.7.3.2 Site Design 

Locate and design site servicing and utilities, parking, and access to maximize pedestrian 

safety and enhance existing properties.  

Guidelines include: 

 
1) Overall Layout. Where feasible, “Back of house” activities should be in the back of 

buildings. “Back of house” activities including, but not limited to the following: 

▪ Off-street surface parking, access and loading areas; 

▪ Enclosed and unenclosed storage areas; 

▪ Vents, meters and transformers. 

2) When it is unavoidable to locate driveways, garages and garage entrances in the fronts 

of buildings, they should be located so that they are visually less dominant, by, for 

example, recessing them behind the main building line or using landscaping for 

screening. 

3) Access. Overall site design must include provisions that address the needs of walkers, 

transit patrons, cyclists, and people with various mobility needs. For example, safe and 

convenient walkways between the public street system and building entrance should 

be provided. Shared access is also encouraged. 

4) Buffers. Screen parking areas from sidewalks and other active open spaces using 

materials that provide a visual buffer while still allowing clear visibility into the parking 

areas to promote personal safety. Screening examples include landscaping, a trellis, or 

grillwork with climbing vines. 

16.7.3.3 Building Orientation and Form 

New development should ensure a good fit within existing or new neighbourhoods through 

architectural features and building proportions.  
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Guidelines include: 

• Entrances 

Entrances should be reinforced architecturally to provide building identity and address. 

Commercial entries tend to be public, and residential entries tend to be private, and 

should therefore be designed accordingly. Where possible, locate entrances with 

access from public streets and sidewalks. Ground floor entrances should be weather 

protected to provide comfort for pedestrians. Examples include awnings, covered 

entrances, or recessed entrances. 

 

• Orientation  

New projects should ensure that their siting, form, and scale does not block significant 

views and solar access from existing or anticipated development, and that shadowing 

impacts on adjacent buildings and useable open spaces are minimized. 

 

• Scale  

Building design elements, details, and materials should create a proportional  and 

pedestrian scale building form. Where new development is taller than existing adjacent 

development, buildings and groups of buildings should transition in scale from larger to 

smaller developments. This transition should consider stepping buildings down or 

setting back buildings or a combination of the two. 

16.7.3.4 Landscaping 

Landscaping materials help integrate new projects into the surrounding landscape while 

adding greenery to the Town.  

Guidelines include: 

 

• Add greenery. Soften the appearance of buildings using plants, shrubs and trees.  

Where necessary use hard landscaping treatments such as terraced retaining walls     

and planters. Some strategies include: 

▪ Planter guards or low planter walls as part of the building design; 

▪ Landscape open areas created by building articulation; 

▪ Incorporate gardens in the site design; 
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• Emphasize entries with special planting in conjunction with decorative                         

paving and/or lighting. 

• Retention. Minimize the removal of existing significant trees and other vegetation.  

Where tree or vegetation removal is necessary, they should be replaced with new trees 

and vegetation. 

• Native Landscaping. Incorporate native landscape materials and the use of plants 

resistant to Smithers cold winters. 

• Parking Areas. Parking lots should be landscaped for comfort and visual interest. Rain 

gardens, bio-swales, and permeable materials are encouraged to absorb storm water 

at its source. Consideration should include connecting pathways from backing street 

through the parking area to the building in the case of larger parking lots. 

• Functionality. Landscaping and building design should ensure penetration of sunlight 

in winter and shading of afternoon sun in summer. Evergreens and conifers are 

encouraged to provide year-round screening for blank walls. 

 

16.7.3.5 Building Materials 

New buildings should incorporate substantial and natural building materials and colour 

schemes into their facade to avoid a ‘thin veneer’ look and feel.  

Guidelines include: 

• Incorporate robust, natural materials that are local to Smithers. Examples include: 

▪ Masonry; 

▪ Natural and cut stone (i.e., granite); 

▪ Natural wood including substantial timbers both milled and not; 

▪ Unfinished concrete; 

▪ Red tiles, cedar shakes or shingles, or organic-coloured metal roofs; 

▪ Use of transparent guardrails that allow sun penetration into the building; and 

▪ Metal cladding may be used when combined with natural materials. Metal 

cladding should not be the dominant visual element used.  
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16.7.3.6 Signage 

Regulation of sign size and type is necessary to set upper limits on business sign competition 

and to prevent an escalation in sign size, animation, and flash at the expense of pedestrian 

scale, architectural character and streetscape.  

Guidelines include: 

• Branding. New developments should be creative in incorporating the intent of these 

guidelines into corporate logos, brands and identities as expressed in the design and 

materials of signage. 

• Scale and Presence. Commercial buildings should provide signage that identifies the 

business and is appropriately scaled. When new signage is applied to an existing 

building, it should provide the appearance that the signage was part of the original 

building design. Signage should be in proportion to the look of the entire building. 

         

16.7.3.7 Lighting 

Lighting has a powerful effect on the overall ambience, safety and security of a building.  

Guidelines include: 

• Location. Directed lighting should be provided on the face of commercial buildings and 

at main entries to multi-unit buildings. 

• Safety. Paths and entry areas should be sufficiently lit to ensure pedestrian comfort 

and security. 

• Illumination levels. Illumination levels should be appropriate for the function it serves 

while at the same time preventing light pollution. Encouraged lighting examples include 

downcast gooseneck lights, pot lighting, LED lighting of storefront
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16.4. Specific Guidelines: Downtown Commercial 
 
Downtown Smithers is the social, economic, and historic heart of the community, playing a 

significant role in the community’s overall character and identity, and as such, the historic 

downtown theme needs to be considered during design. Specific objectives of the Downtown 

Commercial area are to: 

 

• Build on the existing pedestrian scale of development; 

• Reinforce Main Street as the heart of the community; 

• Sensitively incorporate residential uses into the downtown; 

• Preserve/restore views to the mountains and of prominent buildings. 

 

16.4.1 GUIDELINES:  

16.4.1.1 Mountain Theme 

• Where possible building design should integrate alpine elements such as deep 

overhangs, projecting timbers, balconies, projecting upper levels, bay windows, 

recessed doors and windows, and flower boxes. 

• All relief details should be compatible with neighbouring buildings both in height             

and depth. 

• Shallow balconies figure significantly in downtown Smithers design, sheltered by the 

deep overhangs and in turn sheltering doors and windows below. These balconies are 

a focal point for decoration, as well as the favoured location for flower boxes.  

• All construction is to be limited to between 1 ½ and 3 stories with a maximum height 

restriction of 12.0 m. 

• The traditional downtown palette is based on natural earth tones with more exuberant 

colours limited to accents, ornamental painting and appropriately fitting murals.  

• Three-dimensional painting is acceptable around doors and windows when shutters 

are not present. 

• All facades visible from the street should receive typical treatment. 

• All windows should receive one or more of the following treatments: recessing, 

shutters, painted decorative trim, gridded mullions. 
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16.4.1.2 Site Design 

• Commercial and mixed-use buildings in the downtown should be oriented and 

designed to maximize street vitality and enhance pedestrian amenity by encouraging 

shops with street level entrances and transparent shop fronts where visible from the 

street. 

• Site buildings to frame and define public streets and open spaces. Locate buildings at 

the sidewalk edge more or less continuously along a street using a common set back 

or ‘build to’ line.  

• Large scale commercial developments are encouraged to locate within the downtown 

provided they sensitively integrate into the existing streetscape and established urban 

fabric by: 

▪ Incorporating small shops into facades fronting public streets and open spaces; 

▪ Incorporating frequent entrances and display windows to be consistent with the 

existing building and façade rhythm in the downtown; 

▪ Locating off-street surface parking to the side or rear of the building. 
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16.4.1.3 Building Design  

A. Façade Articulation  

1. Renovation or new construction should maintain the consistent building alignment along 

the sidewalk edge in those blocks where this is already occurring. 

2. Where there is no uniform alignment at the sidewalk, new construction should be within a 

range of 10% of the average setback in the block. 

3. Where setbacks occur, the sidewalk material should match or be visually tied to the 

existing sidewalk. 

4. Open spaces should be treated as courtyards with at least one of the following:  

▪ tree(s),  

▪ planter(s), 

▪ decorative lighting,  

▪ ironwork, 

▪ bench(es), or  

▪ landmark such as a clo
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B. Roofline and Massing  

1. Corner site buildings should be of a height similar to that of the other corner buildings 

at that intersection. 

2. Where an existing, flat-roofed, short building is adjacent to a tall building, the visual 

transition between the two heights should be eased by the addition of a parapet or 

other roofline features to the lower building. 

3. Mechanical equipment (such as air conditioning and ventilation, antennae and 

receiving dishes) should not be visible from street level. 

 

C. Materials and Colour  

1. Metal, plastic or vinyl siding or sheathing should not be used in place of real wood. 

2. Mirrored, tinted or reflective materials are inappropriate. Solar film to avoid heat gain 

may be acceptable in certain situations. 

3. For climatic reasons, rafters and lookout beams should not extend beyond the fascia. 

4. Murals of any size should be an appropriate part of the overall design of the building, 

not an obvious attempt to disguise an awkward expanse of concrete block. 

 

 
 
Example of an effective mural that provides contrast and design on a large secondary façade 
providing interest. 
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5. Expansive blank walls (i.e., over 5 metres in length) fronting 

public streets should be avoided. When blank walls are 

unavoidable, they should be mitigated by: 

▪ Installing vertical trellis in front of the wall with climbing 

vines or plant materials. 

▪ Setting the wall back slightly to provide room for a 

landscaped or raised planter bed in front of the wall, 

including plant materials that could grow to obscure or 

screen the walls surface. 

▪ Providing art (such as a mosaic, mural, decorative 

masonry pattern, sculpture, relief, etc.) over a substantial 

portion of the wall surface. 

▪ Employing different texture, colours, and materials to 

articulate and break up the wall’s surface and make it 

visually more interesting. 

▪ Providing special lighting, a canopy, awning, horizontal 

trellis or other pedestrian oriented features that break up 

the size of the blank wall’s surface and add visual 

interest. 

▪ Incorporating them into a patio or sidewalk café. 

 

     D. Doors and Windows 

1. Tinted or reflective glazing is inappropriate. 

2. Doorways should be constructed of wood or stucco. 

3. Frames of existing non-anodized metal doors should be 

painted a neutral colour. 
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E. Corners  

1. Corner walls may be painted to simulate rectangular stone. 

2. Corner buildings should be taller than adjacent buildings in the same block and 

appropriately define the end of the block and the corner with shopfronts wrapping 

around the corner where appropriate. 

3. Corner buildings should be of a height similar to that of the other corner buildings at 

that intersection. 

 

16.4.1.4 Signage 

1. Typestyles should be serifed or script or similar style font (Serifed styles have smaller 

lines to finish off the main strokes of each letter. Script styles appear handwritten.) 

2. Signs should be limited to two per building – one on the building and one hanging sign 

along the sidewalk. Window signs indicating hours of operation are acceptable. The 

intent is to have a coherent, clean, and coherent sign pattern. 

3. Rooftop signs, internally illuminated (backlit) sign boxes, moving or flashing signs, and 

signs with foam or metallic fish-scale lettering are all inappropriate.
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16.4.1.5  Lighting Design  

1. Lighting fixtures should be 

concealed unless they are especially 

attractive or part of   the theme. 

2. Track pot lights should be painted a 

neutral colour. 

3. Storefront entrances should be 

illuminated with adequate, even light 

that does not create shadows. 

4. Fluorescent, neon and coloured 

lighting are all inappropriate, as are 

internally lit. 
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16.5. Specific Guidelines: Highway Commercial 
Highway 16 is a key transportation corridor through and gateway into the community. A 

standard of design is important for this area as it provides the initial impression presented to 

travelers as they pass through Smithers as well as a local transportation network. The 

character of development within the Highway 16 corridor should reflect the community's 

heritage and character. Specific objectives of the Highway 16 commercial corridor are to: 

 

• Ensure that the form and character create a pleasant and welcoming experience for 

both visitors and community members; 

• Reinforce the relationship of Hwy.16 as a gateway to downtown Smithers; 

• Encourage designs that respect and respond positively to the surrounding natural and 

built environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16.5.1 GUIDELINES:  

16.5.1.1 Site Design 

1. Orient buildings to front onto Highway 16 and the adjacent frontage street with parking 

located to the rear or side of the building.  

2. Large format buildings should try to create internal ‘pedestrian streets’ that connect to 

the surrounding external streets and to the main building entrances. 

3. Parking should be located to the side or rear of building.  

4. All parking should include bicycle parking. This should be located adjacent to the main 

entrance to the building. 
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16.5.1.2 Building Design  

1. Large format buildings that front onto and have their main entrance accessible from the 

off-street parking lot (i.e., buildings that present the side of their building to the adjacent 

frontage street) should be designed in a manner that breaks up the appearance of 

expansive blank walls. 

2. Mechanical equipment (such as air conditioning and ventilation, antennae and 

receiving dishes) should not be visible from street level except for solar panels, 

windmills or other equipment directly required to the reduction of energy use and 

greenhouse gases. 

3. Buildings should incorporate natural materials including heavy timbers and stone that 

reflect the Town’s historic alpine theme. 
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16.5.1.3 Lighting Design 

1. Lighting fixtures should be concealed unless they are especially attractive                          

or part of the theme. 

2. Track pot lights should be painted a neutral colour. 

3. Storefront entrances should be illuminated with adequate, even light that                       

does not create shadows. 

4. Fluorescent, neon and coloured lighting are all inappropriate, as are                       

internally lit signage. 

5. Field lighting for parking should be dark sky certified. 

 

16.5.1.4 Landscape Design  

1. Large parking lots with more than 10 stalls should include a landscape bed every ten 

stalls to provide for the greening of the area.  

2. Where located adjacent to residential uses, a 3.0 m landscape buffer should be 

provided to screen the use and reduce both light and noise impacts. 
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16.6. Specific Guidelines: Multi-Unit Residential 
 
Multi-unit residential buildings (three units or more) such as town houses, apartments and 

multiple detached dwellings play a key role in the community in terms of size, scale and design 

as well as being focal points of activity generation. Specific objectives of Multi-unit Residential 

areas are to: 

• Ensure the form and character of development in these areas contributes positively to 

the neighbourhood context and community as a whole. 

• Encourage building designs that promote privacy, safety and accessibility. 

16.6.1 GUIDELINES:  

16.6.1.1. Site Design 

1. Larger residential developments should be separated into smaller groups or clusters to 

maintain a residential scale and image.  

2. Where possible, provide direct access from the front street to individual                    

ground floor units.  

3. Site residential projects to maximize opportunities to create open spaces and networks 

including play areas for children according to the following guidelines: 

a. Encourage green spaces and common areas as defining elements of the 

project. Examples include common garden areas, play spaces, courtyards, 

gathering places, and walkways. 

b. Encourage direct access to a private outdoor space, patio or balcony, or upper-

level terrace for each dwelling unit. 

c. Provide natural surveillance for children’s play areas by orienting units with 

views onto these spaces. 

4. Parking should be located to the side or rear of the building to allow for the building or 

front onto the primary street.  
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16.6.1.2. Building Design 

1. Minor visual breaks in the façade should be used to further break up building mass, to 

accentuate individual entrances and units, and to create variation and enhance visual 

interest from public and private open spaces. 

2. The scale and massing of buildings should be broken up vertically and horizontally to 

reduce the visual impact of buildings, cater to pedestrian scale, and to create variation 

and visual interest. 

3. Mechanical equipment (such as air conditioning and ventilation, antennae and 

receiving dishes) should not be visible from street level with the exception of solar 

panels, windmills or other equipment directly required to the reduction of energy use 

and greenhouse gases.  
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16.6.1.3. Lighting Design 

1. Pedestrian access should be lighted and designed to meet Crime Prevention Through 

Environmental Design (CPTED) principles so that the spaces are made as safe and 

secure as possible.  

2. Architectural lighting is encouraged to highlight the facades of building. This can help to 

create visual interest and highlight architectural details.  

3. All exterior lighting should meet dark sky certification standards and be direct lighting 

where possible so to reduce any glare and visual pollution.  

 

16.6.1.4. Landscape Design  

1. Apartment development should provide an area of not less than 10 m² of private 

amenity space per unit. 

2. Townhouse development should provide not less than 15 m² of private outdoor 

landscaped amenity area  

3. Green spaces and common areas should be integrated as defining elements of the site 

design. Examples include common garden areas, play spaces, courtyards, gathering 

places, and walkways. 

4. Trees and landscaping should be provided to buffer development from adjacent exiting 

residential uses.  

5. Large parking lots with more than 10 stalls should include a landscape island every ten 

stalls to provide for the greening of the area.   

6. When located in front of a building, parking areas should be buffered to the street using 

landscaping and trees. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

MAP 1  Land Use 

MAP 2  Roads & Mobility 

MAP 3  Parks & Open Spaces 

MAP 4  Utilities 

MAP 5  Potential Boundary Extension Areas 

MAP 6  Environmental and Hazard DPAs 

MAP 7  Form & Character DPAs 

Appendix A  Design Review Checklist 
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APPENDIX “A” 
Town of Smithers Design Review Evaluation Checklist Supplement     
The following is intended to be a concise design review tool that highlights the most important 
elements of the Form and Character Design Guidelines within this Official Community Plan. It also 
provides a brief evaluation of each of these important elements and, most importantly, notes those 
elements that are lacking or need more work. In this way, the applicant is then made aware of 
specific improvements that need to be made for acceptance of the Development Permit or Building 
Permit Application. 

Design Location and Element 
Specific 

Deficiency 
Recommended 

Response 

1. GENERAL 
   

a. Four Season Design   

(wind, rain, snow, ice) 

Q1. Does the site and building address 

protection and safety regarding seasonal 

elements? 

Q2. How does the site address winter 

snow clearance and deposition? 

 
 
 

 

b. Site Design   

(layout, access, buffer) 

       Q1. Does the building engage the 

street and       provide adequate access 

points? 

 Q2. What and how is a buffer provided 

for adjoining uses if required? 

 
 
 

 

c. Building Orientation + Form   

(entrances, orientation, scale) 

Q1. Are building entrances prominent? 

Q2. Is the building facing the street and 

providing continuity in the streetscape in 

form and massing? 

 
 
 

 

d. Landscaping   
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(green, retention, parking, function) 

Q1. Are the significant trees and 

vegetation on the property retained? 

Q2. Does the site plan further green the 

site including roofs, sidewalks, side 

yards and rear yards? 

 
 
 

 

e. Building Materials 
Q1. Are the building material natural, full 

dimension, and do they blend in with the 

authentic Mountain theme? 

Q2. Are the colours an earth-tone and 

only accents are used for brighter 

colours? 

 
 
 

 

f. Signage   

(branding, scale and presence) 

Q1. Does signage fit with the tempo and 

clarity of the street? 

Q2. Is it straight-forward and scaled with 

the building, minimizing clutter? 

 
 
 

 

g. Lighting   

(location, safety, illumination levels) 

Q1. Is the lighting direct lighting with 

minimum glare potential. 

Q2. Does it conform to “Dark Sky” 

policies such that there is no excess 

lighting on the property? 

 
 
 

 

2. SPECIFIC GUIDELINES: 
DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL 
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a. Mountain theme 
Q1. Does the building design and 

character conform to the Alpine theme 

with gabled roofs, extended overhangs 

and alpine/mountain features like flower 

boxes, window shutters and frames? 

 
 
 

 

b. Site design 
Q1. Does the site design fit with the Main 

Street character and pattern? 

Q2. Does the uses engage the sidewalk 

and is the parking located at the rear of 

the building 

 
 
 

 

c. Building design   

(articulation, massing, materials + colour, 
doors + windows, corners, signage, lighting) 
Q1. In character with the Mountain theme, is 
the building features emphasized 
(articulated)? 
Q2. Are the materials, colours, doors, 
windows, signage and lighting thoughtfully 
placed and defined in a “naturally authentic” 
Mountain design palette. 
Q3. Are the corner buildings dominant and 
frame the corner? 

 
 
 
 

 

3. SPECIFIC GUIDELINES: 
HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL 

 

  

a. Site design 
Q1. Do the buildings front on Highway 16 

and is the parking located to the rear? 

Q2. Are the internal pedestrian pathways 

and streets that connect to other sites on 

the larger format sites? 
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b. Building design 
Q1. How does the building design break 

up the mass of the large format building 

so that there are no blank walls (e.g., 

building form, landscape, murals, etc.) 

Q2. Does the building incorporate natural 

materials like heavy timbers and stone to 

integrate with the mountain landscape? 

 
 
 
 

 

c. Lighting and signage design 
Q1. Does the site balance lighting so that 

there is no excess lighting and minimum 

shadow. 

Q2. Is signage coordinated and scaled 

with the entrance and the building façade 

in one signage band? 

 
 
 
 

 

d. Landscape design 
Q1. Are green islands with trees places 

with every 10 spaces of parking? 

Q2. Is a 3m landscape buffer with 

planting provides as a transition to 

adjoining residential uses? 

 
 
 
 

 

4. SPECIFIC GUIDELINES: 
 MULTI-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
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a. Site design 
Q1. Are larger groups of units divided 

into smaller clusters? 

Q2. Are the ground units fronting and 

connected to the street? 

Q3. Is there community amenity space 

and is it directly accessible and 

convenient? 

Q4. How is the parking designed to 

minimize large expanses of pavement? 

Q5. Is there natural surveillance from the 

units of the play space for safety and 

security? 

 
 
 
 

 

b. Building design 
Q1. How are the buildings divided into 

smaller groups so that the scale and 

massing fit with a pedestrian-scaled 

neighbourhood?  

Q2. Are the building facades articulated 

and divided to avoid long monotonous 

buildings? 

Q3. Are the mechanical elements 

screened from view? 

Q4. Does the building design transition in 

height down to adjoining single-family 

residential units? 
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c. Lighting and signage design 
Q1. How are the parking lots and public 

area lit so they support safety and 

security without over-lighting areas 

unnecessarily? 

Q2. Does the architecture have 

additional lighting to highlight signage 

and features? 

Q3. Is the signage limited to project entry 

and wayfinding? 

 
 
 
 

 

d. Landscape design 
Q1. How does the green plan for the site 

conserve natural features and integrate 

play space, amenity space and 

pathways? 

Q2. How does the landscape plan 

provide an adequate buffer to adjoining 

single-family areas? 

Q3. Do the larger parking areas have 

landscape islands every 10 stalls? 

Q3. How does the multiple-family 

development integrate street 

landscaping and connect to individual 

units through front yards where 

possible? 

 
 
 
 

 

5. SUMMARY COMMENTS ON APPLICATION   

   



 

 

 



Attachment 2: Local Government Act Sections.471-475 

Purposes of official community plan 

471   (1)An official community plan is a statement of objectives and policies to guide 

decisions on planning and land use management, within the area covered by the plan, 

respecting the purposes of local government. 

(2)To the extent that it deals with these matters, an official community plan should 

work towards the purpose and goals referred to in section 428 [purpose of regional 

growth strategy]. 

Bylaw to adopt official community plan 

472   (1)A local government may, by bylaw, adopt one or more official community 

plans. 

(2)An official community plan 

(a)must be included in the adopting bylaw as a schedule, and 

(b)must designate the area covered by the plan. 

Content and process requirements 

473   (1)An official community plan must include statements and map designations for 

the area covered by the plan respecting the following: 

(a)the approximate location, amount, type and density of residential 

development required to meet anticipated housing needs over a period of 

at least 5 years; 

(b)the approximate location, amount and type of present and proposed 

commercial, industrial, institutional, agricultural, recreational and public 

utility land uses; 

(c)the approximate location and area of sand and gravel deposits that are 

suitable for future sand and gravel extraction; 

(d)restrictions on the use of land that is subject to hazardous conditions or 

that is environmentally sensitive to development; 

(e)the approximate location and phasing of any major road, sewer and 

water systems; 

(f)the approximate location and type of present and proposed public 

facilities, including schools, parks and waste treatment and disposal sites; 

(g)other matters that may, in respect of any plan, be required or 

authorized by the minister. 



(2)An official community plan must include housing policies of the local government 

respecting affordable housing, rental housing and special needs housing. 

(2.1)Unless a local government is exempted, or is in a class of local governments 

exempted, under section 585.11 [application of this Division], the local government 

must consider the most recent housing needs report the local government received 

under section 585.31 [when and how housing needs report must be received], and the 

housing information on which the report is based, 

(a)when developing an official community plan, 

(b)when amending an official community plan in relation to statements 

and map designations under subsection (1) (a) of this section, or 

(c)when amending an official community plan in relation to housing 

policies under subsection (2) of this section. 

(3)An official community plan must include targets for the reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions in the area covered by the plan, and policies and actions of the local 

government proposed with respect to achieving those targets. 

(4)In developing an official community plan, the local government must consider any 

applicable guidelines under section 582 [provincial policy guidelines]. 

Policy statements that may be included 

474   (1)An official community plan may include the following: 

(a)policies of the local government relating to social needs, social well-

being and social development; 

(b)a regional context statement, consistent with the rest of the plan, of 

how matters referred to in section 429 (2) (a) to (c) [required content for 

regional growth strategy], and other matters dealt with in the plan, apply 

in a regional context; 

(c)policies of the local government respecting the maintenance and 

enhancement of farming on land in a farming area or in an area designated 

for agricultural use in the plan; 

(d)policies of the local government relating to the preservation, protection, 

restoration and enhancement of the natural environment, its ecosystems 

and biological diversity. 

(2)If a local government proposes to include a matter in an official community plan, the 

regulation of which is not within the jurisdiction of the local government, the plan may 

state only the broad objective of the local government with respect to that matter 



unless the minister has, under section 473 (1) (g), required or authorized the local 

government to state a policy with respect to that matter. 

Consultation during development of official community plan 

475   (1)During the development of an official community plan, or the repeal or 

amendment of an official community plan, the proposing local government must 

provide one or more opportunities it considers appropriate for consultation with 

persons, organizations and authorities it considers will be affected. 

(2)For the purposes of subsection (1), the local government must 

(a)consider whether the opportunities for consultation with one or more 

of the persons, organizations and authorities should be early and ongoing, 

and 

(b)specifically consider whether consultation is required with the 

following: 

(i)the board of the regional district in which the area covered by 

the plan is located, in the case of a municipal official community 

plan; 

(ii)the board of any regional district that is adjacent to the area 

covered by the plan; 

(iii)the council of any municipality that is adjacent to the area 

covered by the plan; 

(iv)first nations; 

(v)boards of education, greater boards and improvement district 

boards; 

(vi)the Provincial and federal governments and their agencies. 

(3)Consultation under this section is in addition to the public hearing required under 

section 477 (3) (c). 

(4)If the development of an official community plan, or the repeal or amendment of an 

official community plan, might affect agricultural land, the proposing local government 

must consult with the Agricultural Land Commission. 
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